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It's interesting how a single word like
"consolidation" can have so many
implications.
But, when it comes to the Scoop Reporter II, t
means only one thing: Real Savings! That's because
the Scoop Reporter II is tie world's first oodec to
combine ISDN, POTS, auto -battery backup. 3 channel
mixer, PC programmability, and lots more! As a result,
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solution that inspires confidence when you a -e out
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The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution
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ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Harris now exclusively represents the new and improved DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System wi I permit you to realize the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications
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This Revolutionary Digital Hybrid Features:

AES/EBU and analog inputs

and outputs

Adjustable compressor
and expander

Adjustable 3 -band digital ED

Adjustable caller control

Selectable auto mix -minus

until now.

Give your on -air

talent something to

get excited about

The DH30.

Digital Echo Canedation

Highest quality sound

Bass boost

LCD menu display

Remarkable low price

Gentner
www.gentner.com 1.801.975.7200 1.800.967.9836
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DAB alternatives

Someone whose only involvement with radio broad-
cast is his car stereo recently asked me this ques-
tion: "So, when can we expect to see IBOC DAB

happen?" He wanted a specific date. I couldn't give him
one because there isn't one to give. He then asked for an
estimated timeline. Again, I had no specific answer.

The three IBOC proponents are all working on their
systems. At the recent IBOC DAB panel at the NAB Radio
Show, each company expressed that its system was either
complete or nearing completion. That's the easy part.
Taking IBOC to the next step is a little more difficult.

Depending on how matters are handled by other
parties, including the FCC, the NRSC and the proponents

themselves, the process may be swift
and efficient or long and drawn out.
I'll bank on the latter.

Now, there is a new item in the
works to allow consumers to receive
digital media. CEMA, the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Associa-
tion, filed comments with the FCC in
July concerning the creation of a new
broadcast service.

MMBS, Mobile Multimedia Broad-
cast Service, is a proposal that out-
lines a new application for some of

the soon to be abandoned TV spectrum. With the channel
reallocations for DTV, some spectrum in the upper TV
band will be available for new use. The frequency range
covered by the comments is from 746MHz to 764MHz and
776MHz to 794MHz. This spectrum is currently occupied
by TV channel 60 to 62 and 65 to 67. The total available
spectrum covers 36MHz. The spectrum will not be fully
available until 2006, when all of the TV stations have
completed their channel transitions.

CEMA proposes that MMBS provide free, high -quality
multichannel digital audio, information and high -capac-
ity data services for a new broadcast service to mobile
receivers. One of the goals of the new service is to
provide a service that is at least as good as CD quality.
IBOC proponents share this wonderful goal.

It has appeared that CEMA has never fully supported
IBOC. This new service proposal furthers this assess-
ment. It seems strange that the organization that repre-
sents manufacturers of consumer radios does not want to
promote the sale of new radios for IBOC but is interested
in promoting new radios for MMBS.
There's even more alternate DAB activity.
UK -based Virgin Radio and Ericcson are testing technol-

ogy for wireless Internet terminals. These wireless termi-

nals - basically enhanced cell phones - will use the
wireless communications network originally built for
telephone calls. This mobile medium has a head start,
with existing technology moving into its next generation
and an established user base behind it. Currently, no
timeline has been established on when this new service
will be available.

You are also aware that CD Radio and XM Satellite Radio
are preparing to launch their multichannel services near
the end of next year. Both plan to offer at least 100 channels
of programming, primarily for mobile audiences, but there
are also plans in place for terrestrial repeaters.

One point of concern with IBOC is that the FCC will not
take a firm stance on a system. In some ways, we will be
presented with a situation similar to the AM stereo
decision. To turn this around, what if one system is chosen
as a standard? Will the other two proponents simply walk
away, consoling each other on their own nice -try efforts?
I doubt it. The resulting legal action could further detain
IBOC from becoming a reality. (By the way, the FCC is due
to issue a rulemaking on digital radio on October 21.)

Before these newer technologies have a chance to upset
the IBOC work being done so far, it may be a good time
for the three proponents to begin working together and
form a grand alliance. Each has something to offer to create
a complete, final system. Between RF transmission, audio
coding, data subcarriers and data transmission, each camp
can still walk away with a significant piece of the pie.

The original work on IBOC began more than 10 years ago
and is ongoing. We are seeing real -world demonstrations
and tests on the systems. We are getting closer. However,
the recent flourish of activity doesn't answer the original
question: When will IBOC be ready in the U.S.?

Chriss Scherer, editor

READER RESPONSE__

E-mail:
beradio@intertec.com

LL11143/967-1905
:
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Engineering

The digital air chain
By Russ Mundschenk

Interconnecting the digital components of a broadcast
air chain is easier than you might think. After a slow
start, manufacturers are finally providing equipment

that is not only easily installed but also enables a digitally
recorded source to remain so all the way to the transmit-
ter. The caveat is that digital audio resembles RF or video
more closely than does its analog counterpart.

The AES/EBU digital transmission format surrounds each
right and left sample of audio with synchronization and
status information. These packets, or frames, of data are
sent as a serial bitstream similar to RS -232. The bit value is

A comparison of the two versions of the AES3 signal.

determined not by amplitude but by timing, and a wave-
form of all digital "ones" has twice as many zero crossings
as a waveform of all "zeros." Since AES3 digital audio can
carry data at bit rates in excess of 6MHz, it is imperative that
cable and interconnections maintain the system imped-
ance. If they don't, reflections and capacitive roll -off can
reduce a sharp square wave to unrecognizable noise.

There are two AES3 transmission formats that differ
electrically. The first and most common is the lion
standard, called AES3-1992. This standard specifies bal-
anced transmission lines and peak -to -peak square wave
voltages of from 3V to 7V. This format uses special 1100
(±20 percent), low capacitance cable. Some manufactur-
ers are advocating the use of standard category -5 LAN
cable for balanced digital audio. CAT -5 cable has an
impedance of 10011. The advocates claim good perfor-
mance, despite the small impedance mismatch. The
second AES3 format takes advantage of the bitstream's

similarity to video. The AES3-ID standard sends 1V
peak -to -peak square waves over unbalanced 7511 coax-
ial cable. This method is handy because it allows the use
of video hardware, such as patch bays, distribution
amps and switchers. If necessary, a balun can convert
AES3-ID to AES3-1992.

The digital steps
Usually, the first link in a digital air chain is analog,

unless your facility uses all -digital sources. Set your
microphone's gain structure carefully. The wonderful
device that converts sound pressure to alternating current
has a terrific dynamic range - in excess of 120dB. For
years, good mic pre -amplifiers have been designed with
large amounts of headroom, and announcers take advan-
tage of it. Uncontrolled live audio must be given its
freedom - and an analog -to -digital converter can easily
run out of numbers to assign to a waveform. Unless you
introduce some type of analog limiting, you must allow
a full 30dB of headroom at the input to the analog to
digital converter. Unfortunately, this causes a level mis-
match with the rest of the sources, which have been
recorded with only 15dB or 20dB of headroom. The
solution is to use digital limiting and subsequent make-up
gain to increase the overall level and limit the peaks of your
live sources. Some digital consoles include onboard com-
pressor/limiters that can be used for this purpose.
Other analog sources such as reel to reel and cassette

decks are self -amplitude limiting because of tape satura-
tion. Leaving 20dB of headroom should suffice.

Digital sources such as CDs, DAT tapes and some hard -
drive storage systems provide digital audio feeds to the
console. If no digital gain change is performed within the
console, the source should come out with about the same
numbers it went in with. Be wary of any digital equaliza-
tion or expansion - a boost of a few decibels at the
wrong frequency can cause clipping.

If it is not provided internally, a synchronization input
is required for digital consoles. If all of the devices in a
broadcast facility can be synchronized to one stable AES3
generator, then the audio frames and subframes can be
easily mixed. Otherwise, the console will have to rate
convert the incoming signal to keep step with the rest of
the inputs. Rate conversion and synchronization always
involve some interpolation and low-pass filtering, and
they should be avoided whenever possible. Unfortunate-
ly, a lot of playback gear lacks synchronization inputs, but
many record/playback devices automatically synchro-
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Drive time takes on a whole new ineaniag with the c-ystal
clear quality of digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and lielco's
digital transmission so utions.

Itelco transmitters have been selected fo- DAB operations
just about everywhere you find DAB. And it's as wonder.
Only Itelco DAB transmitters combine modulamr aid exciter
components in a single compact unit for maximum tenability
in a minimal space. Upgrades are unaeliev&ly easy 7.00., with
our software -based DS? approach to iransmuter design. And
with all-FFT digital filtering. there's alsolutely nothirg to adjust.

L -Band and Band III DAB transmitters are just part of
Itelco's complete offer ng of digital transmsion soluticns for
radio and television broadcasters.

To learn more about our DAB tra-ismitt2.rs and
transmitters and trar Maims call us at 13113) 4441009 or
visit our web site at www.iteleo-usa.comilber
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Contract Engineering
nize to their inputs. Some devices
provide a bridging input for the
synchronization signal. The sync
signal sent to these units may be
daisy -chained as long as it is prop-
erly terminated at the end. As with
any type of bridging configuration,
there is no isolation between in-
puts. Further, disconnection of a
device's internal looping input will
result in loss of sync to all down-
stream equipment.

Routing flexibility
You may want to run all of the

interconnections to the console
through some sort of physical patch
bay. Unfortunately, no one has come
up with a standard for patching the
110(1 balanced format. Currently, the
best option is to use high -quality TRS
audio patch bays. The bays should be
wired to terminate an output when
its normalled input is patched. Loss
of load causes a peak -to -peak volt -
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

)
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age rise that can damage some sys-
tem components, especially those
originally designed for video. Half-
normalling of outputs is not accept-
able, since there are no high -imped-
ance inputs for them to feed. Design
your facility to reduce the number of
interconnect points. Standard 66 -type
connection blocks are not designed to
carry 6MHz square waves. An alterna-
tive is to use CAT -5 rated blocks or
those specifically designed for AES3-
1992. A typical video patch bay (espe-
cially the self -terminating type) works
well with the AES3-ID 75(1 format, but
care should be taken in patching so as
to not unterminate a source.

Splitting the AES3 signal is easily
done with a distribution amplifier.
Resistive splits should be avoided
because of the inherent attenuation.
The 110(1 AES3-1992 format requires
a specially designed balanced digital
DA. The 75(1 format can use either
AES3-ID or video DAs.

Mixing AES signals requires a great
deal of number crunching. This pro-
cess requires a digital mixing console
or a stand-alone microprocessor -
based mixer. These devices calculate
the instantaneous products of each
mixed sample.

Switching AES3 signals may be
done with specialized AES3-1992
110(1 balanced switchers - the un-
balanced AES3-ID format can use
both AES and video switchers - as
long as they are nonclamping. AES
switchers are synchronous and
change assignments at the begin-
ning of a frame to remove pops and
clicks. This also relieves any down-
stream equipment from having to
resynchronize to the new selection.

Studio -transmitter links (for nonin-
tegral facilities) can degrade the sig-
nal, especially those that use digital
compression. Production of spurious
artifacts and delay increases dramat-
ically as different compression
schemes are daisy -chained.

On to processing
Atter having been gain changed,

mixed, split and switched, the sig-
nal enters the digital audio proces-
sor. There are only a handful of
digital processors available (see

Circle (108) on Free Info Card
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Since 1991, BE has introduced

more new AM and FM transmitters,

with more advanced ideas and

useful technology, than any other

company in the world. At the same

time we were bringing prices

down. No other company can

touch Broadcast Electronics

for value.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS

IS THE ONLY MAJOR

MANUFACTURER DEVOTED

EXCLUSIVELY TO

ENGINEERING BETTER RADIO.

CALL BBB -232-3268 NOW.

CH if
THANYMI

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
or (8881232-8288
Ifli999 1999 81131C1SI Electrucs let Ike II emblem is a reeisterti trademark et Irealcast Ilectrums. tic.

FEATURES:

Digital or analog exciters that

deliver CD -quality sound for

under $5400. Broadcast

Electronics exciter

technology is unsurpassed.

Transmitters with redundant

PAs and power supplies that

plug in from the front panel.

I AM transmitters with

switching power supplies;

they sound great at .1% or

100% output power.

Transmitters with no plate

blocking capacitors or sliding

contacts to fail.

Transmitters you can buy for

under $6000.

All with 24 -hour support.

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio
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Contract Engineering
"Digital on -air processors " September 1999, p. 38), and
they all are capable of receiving and sending AES3 digital
audio. Most modem analog and digital processors provide
an analog composite output, but there is no digital
composite standard. AES/EBU is designed to carry two -
channel audio with a bandwidth equal to half the sampling
frequency or Nyquist frequency, which certainly is not an
efficient high -bandwidth single -channel composite trans-
mission format. If AES/EBU is used to interface the digital
audio processor to a digital exciter, the exciter must accept
a processed discrete left and right input. It is then necessary
to use the exciter's internal stereo generator. Even if the
sampling rates of the processor and exciter are the same
(in round numbers), the exciter will still have to rate

Sources and feeds can be synchronized or unsynchronized.

convert to synchronize the units. This causes modulation
overshoots and added propagation delay.

Determine what additional processing functions the
digital stereo generator in the exciter may add to the
signal. These can take the form of added low-pass filters,
a look -ahead limiter or a composite limiter. Each exciter
manufacturer offers different functions. These added
functions may affect the sonic and modulation perfor-
mance. To date, there is no digital equivalent of the
analog composite input to a digital exciter, where the
stereo -encoded signal from the audio processor is tightly
coupled to the modulator stage. It might be wise to make
an analog connection between the processor and exciter,
at least until a digital composite standard is adopted.

Compression algorithms, audio processing and even
the acquisition of the AES signal introduce delay. The
compound group delay of an entire transmission system
can cause unacceptable psychoacoustic effects in the air
talent's headphones. A small amount of delay (<lOms)
manifests itself as a perceived loss of high frequencies.
The mixing of spoken audio as conducted through the
bones in the announcer's head and the delayed head-
phone audio acts as a low-pass comb filter. More delay
means more disorientation. One solution is to use your
backup analog air chain to feed the headphones. The air
signal should still feed the speaker monitors to detect any
transmission problems. It is possible to use the micro-
phone tally to switch headphone monitor feeds so that a
low -delay signal is heard when the mics are on and an off -
the -air signal is heard when the mics are off. 0

Russ Mundschenk is chief engineer of WBEB, Philadelphia.

R4,40 5144,40
MediaTouchTM. America's Digital Automation Original since 1984, shatters the price 3arrier with QuicPix©. the software that makes
digital audio and automation truly affordable. The OuicPix Radio Studio@ software consists of:

4 Programs in 1: Audio Pla) et. Carm all. Audio Production and CD Kipping utility solo:, i
* Live Assist On Screen Buttons that are mouse and/or touchscreen friendly
* 7 Deck Audio player that also provides a 27 button hot play cartwall
* Overlapped MPEG-2 broadcast quality stereo audio on any sound card
* Wave audio editor, file import and quick audition feature
* WindowsTM 95 / 98 using peer, NT"' or Novell"' networking
* 24/7 support, training and upgrading included
* Fully upward -compatible to a MediaTouch OpLOG Enterprise System

Try Before You Buy at www.quicpix.com

IPEG

www.quicpix.com
omt@omt.net
888 665 0501
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WAKE UP TO THE
#1 MORNING TEAM IN

YJNAJOR MARKET.

Short/cut- Editor
Everything you need to get your
hottest phone calls edited and

on -air in record time.

Morning radio should be

fresh, alive and spontaneous.

And 360 Systems' Morning

Team works with you to

make it happen.

Wake up your audience

and grab them with Instant

Replay. All of your best bits are

there when you need them -
like having 50 cart machines

pre -loaded and ready to fire.

With the Short/cut Editor, you won't drop a beat when you're

editing calls, interviews and promos. It's the fastest, easiest

two -track audio editor a jock ever rocked a scrub -wheel on.

No tape, no computer hassle and no "learning curve"-

anyone can use it, and everyone will.

Timing is everything

in live radio and this

team helps keep the

show moving.

Sound good to you?

Save your sanity and let your

on -air personalities go crazy.

Morning radio was meant to be fun, and the 360 Systems

Morning Team will help you keep it that way.

Instant Replay

LAO laJ

Thousands of of 360 Systems Instant Replay and Short/cut teams

are hard at work every day. To find out what that means for you.

call (818)991-0360 or visit our website at www.360systems.com.

Instant Replay
24 hours of your best audio clips, quips

and sound effects, right at your fingertips.

We're with you every morning.

411111111Pr

For more information call (818) 991-0360 / Fax (818)991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.com

0 1999 - 360 Systems Instant Replay. Short/cut and the 360 Systems logo are trademarks of 3E0 Systems.
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Technology

Polishing your POTS
By Skip Pizzi, Executive Editor

e analog dial -up telephone system, affectionately
known as POTS ("plain old telephone service"),
simply won't go away. Radio broadcasters continue to

deal with POTS audio as a common component of their on -

air sound, and this isn't likely to change for some time. POTS
is a constant reminder of legacy audio from the earliest days
of aural transmission. In today's sonic environment, if the
range of audio quality that we're exposed to were equated
to fine art, POTS would be Elvis on black velvet.

To be fair, POTS is a communications system. "Voice -

grade" quality is really all that's necessary, and it keeps
the channel's costs down. Radio broadcasting itself didn't
sound much better in its early years, but audio technol-

adapt itself to the conditions of the current phone call,
thus optimizing the studio -to -telephone interface each
time the hybrid was used.

But the audio quality of the caller wasn't greatly
improved by these devices. The digital telephone hybrid
primarily improved isolation between the studio and the
telephone, which generally made the studio voice sound
better, and kept it more independent of the audio
processes and gain applied to the caller side.

Many frequent POTS -audio users learned that a little audio
equalization and compression can go a long way in improv-
ing POTS audio quality downstream of the interface. There-
fore some POTS hybrids incorporated such audio processing

into their DSP functionality, making both the
caller and the studio host/reporter sound bet-
ter. Nevertheless, these devices were still lim-
ited by the delivered quality of the audio from
the POTS network.

The Gentner DH30 is a 1RU digital POTS hybrid that includes a unique built-in speaker
with front -panel volume control. AES3 I/O and highly adjustable operation.

ogy has vastly improved in intervening years, and radio
has come along. POTS alone remains back nearly where
it was in the bad old days. Nevertheless, incremental
improvements continue.

Digital hybrids
One of the biggest difficulties with putting POTS on the

air has been the physical interfacing of the two-way
phone system into an otherwise one-way audio system.
In other words, while most audio uses a pair of wires to
send a single audio signal from point A to point B, POTS
can put a bidirectional signal on that same pair.

Technically speaking, the POTS scheme is called a "two -

wire" system, while the rest of audio uses a "four -wire"
approach. This terminology refers to the fact that most
audio systems require two separate circuits (each occu-
pying a pair of wires) to establish a bi-directional commu-
nications path, but POTS does it on a single pair. To put
it in familiar ms, POTS is a two-lane highway, while the
rest of audio uses a divided, four -lane system.

Advances in this space during the early 1990s applied
digital signal processing (DSP) to the telephone interface,
resulting in substantial improvement over previous ana-
log hybrid technology. The most notable change came
from the ability of the "digital hybrid" to intrinsically

The latest trends
That's how things stood until the last year

or so. Now POTS hybrids are finally starting
to reach out and touch something in the

quality of the network itself. Because many radio stations
are now equipped with digital connections to their local
telco central offices (COs), the latest crop of POTS
interfaces accommodate a direct digital connection on
the telco side. This includes ISDN-BRI, ISDN-PRI or T-1
services, which can be directly interfaced to the (single or
multi -line) POTS hybrid.

Advantages of this "digital -to -the -CO" approach include
lower noise, reduced distortion and even better isolation, all
due to the fact that now the four -lane highway has been
extended to the caller's neighborhood. The only analog, two -

wire section of the circuit is between the caller's phone and
his/her CO, which is typically a small part of the overall path.

For larger stations that use multiple phone lines fairly
frequently, the dedicated, multi -line capability of a T-1

The LAN EB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

8 0 33 4 .

w w.WireReady.c
WireReadY
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NPR
SATELLITE
SERVICES

WE KNOW RADIO,
WE KNOW SATELLITES!

LINK UP WITH US
Telephone: 202.414.2626

www.nprss.org
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Simply G4ab that CAllegi
and put 'em On -the -Air

innkeeper 1 Digital Hybrid
Desktop List
Price 5780.00

 The perfect hybrid for analog telephone lines.
 True separation of send and receive audio.
 DSP automatically adapts to line conditions.

19" rack mount or 11" desktop version.
 Optional desktop keypad.

JK AudioRemote

Broadcast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com

800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502
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This magic box
is making radio stations
louder and clearer )
in all the major markets.

g 0.11.011 un.
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It may be why your competitor Ls Louder.

The DCP-IA gives you
increased loudness

IIDSCA protection.

TO get more information or arrange a free demo,

call us today.

SOLID ELECTRONICS LABS

630 Greene Count.° Dr Newtown Square. PA 19073 (610)353-9449

Managing Technology
connection to the CO may make more sense than the
(switched) ISDN approach. Multi -line installation is also
far simpler, requiring only a couple of cables to a central
point rather than dozens of discrete pairs to each studio.
Some new hybrids also include AES3 digital audio

outputs, so the telephone audio can remain in the digital
domain as it passes into the mixing console and perhaps
beyond. In some cases, backfeed inputs to callers also
accept AES3. Some multi -line units also allow internal
conferencing of multiple callers, thereby freeing up the
console from some of its mix -minus busing duties.

Control freaks rule
Any ler new area involves advanced control capabilities.

For example, some new digital hybrids include a TCP/IP
control interface, allowing them to be managed remotely
via an intranet or the Internet. This provides substantial

The Telos Desktop Director is a multi -line hybrid controller with
a range of identifying icons that can be placed next to each line's
select button. It can also serve as a control room telephone.

flexibility, particularly for live remotes with call -ins.
Other remote- or reporter- friendly features include

auto -answer, password protection and acoustic echo
cancellation, whereby auto mixminus can be extended to
include the decay or reverberation time of a call that's
being pumped through a sound -reinforcement system at
a large remote venue.

Control can be performed from a PC (direct or via a
network connection) or on dedicated multi -line tele-
phone devices with LCD displays. These new systems
also allow flexibility in allocating telco-line resources.
The same set of lines can be controlled from any one of
several different locations throughout the facility or
remotely. This means a consolidated site can maximize
the use of multiple incoming phone lines across several
stations' programs and studios, with duplicate (or porta-
ble) control terminals and audio I/O in two or more
studios of the facility.

Since POTS seems here to stay, stations that put a lot of
telephone audio on the air are wise to consider this new
class of devices, for both qualitative and quantitative
reasons.

For more information
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Voice Over America
With today's ISDN linkups, you can easily produce voice-overs from anywhere in the world-

even from the comfort of your own home studio. Think about it...the spot you cut this afternoon
could be uplinked by satellite this evening for global broadcast. Now that you know who's listening,

shouldn't you insist on a microphone that will let you sound as good as you are?
The Neumann TLM 103. The new world standard vocal mic, at a price within any budget.

Neumann USA
The Choice of Mode [rho 1.1ar The Difference

TeL 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3148  World Wide Web http //wwwneumannusa.com
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Fan blades and cooling fins must be kept clean and
clear of dust and dirt. (Courtesy of Continental.)

Engineering

Care of solid-state transmitters
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Solid-state transmitters require careful attention to
proper operation and maintenance pi oc.-edures. Dirt
and excessive heat are their greatest enemies;

poorly regulated and contaminated primary power sup-
plies come in a close second.

Heating and cooling
Many transmitters are located in remote places, often in

less than pristine, even ramshackle, buildings that are
neither heatproof nor dust -proof. Concrete -block buildings
with properly installed doors and cable entryways are
usually easier to keep relatively clear of dust and dirt as well

as small animals
and insects. Nev-
ertheless, these
pests usually man-
age to find their
way inside.

In the few in-
stances of co -lo-
cated studios and
transmitters, suf-
ficient air condi-
tioning is usually
included in the
building plans.
Yet, in cases
where a plant has
grown beyond
the original size
and capability of
the A/C system,
supplementary

A/C is often needed in transmitter rooms. Treatment can be
the same as at remote locations, taking precautions that any
hot vent air does not feed back into the system.

Block buildings can absorb and retain heat for quite a long
period, with the temperature inside increasing all the time.
For this reason, A/C is not a luxury; it is a necessity. When
planning a new transmitter building, it is essential to be
guided by the builder's recommendations regarding wall
heat transfer, available insulation and equipment heat load.

To reduce dust, paint and seal all walls and floors. It
seems that concrete usually manages to rub off and
produce a little dust that collects in hot spots and settles in
vents and blowers.

Do not forget the many small black boxes that seem to end
up inside a transmitter building in addition to the transmitter

itself. They all add small doses of heat, 50W or more at a time.
In some cases, in cooler regions, merely exhausting the heat
may suffice. But it is a dangerous condition to enter into
deliberately when a little foresight can prevent loss of airtime
caused by heat buildup. Unexpected periods of high heat
must also be allowed for.

Check the operating temperature range of the intended
transmitter and plan enough A/C capacity to cover it with
an adequate safe load. Include this load in your plans for
a backup generator.

Arrange air vents so that rain cannot enter. One transmitter
I worked on was beautifully installed. It had a direct vent to
the outside air located directly over the final, vertical hot-air
vent on top of the transmitter. When it rained, the rainwater
entered the final cavity, cracked the glass of the tube and
made an unholy mess of the inside of the transmitter. This
was not a solid-state transmitter, and water doesn't usually
crack hot transistor housings, but the principle is sound: Any
air vents close to the transmitter must be designed so that
rain cannot enter from any direction.

Maintenance
Small ducts are attractive places for small animals and

birds to nest. For this reason, it is better to use large -area
filtered air vents. Although wire guards can be fitted over
such vents, a nest built on the outside can stop as much
airflow as one built inside! In short, be careful to ensure
that the cool air supply that you planned actually operates
as planned.
Where heat conduction by means of close, face-to-face

contact is used, it is important to use the heat -sealing
compound recommended by the transistor manufacturer.
Small imperfections often occur on supposedly flat faces
and detract from heat transference due to heat sinks. Be
sure to clean old paste before reinstalling.

Fans have the habit of failing without being noticed. In
many cases, muffin fans are used for spot or local cooling.
Some fans operate quietly, and their presence may not be
noticed - until they fail.

Sometimes engineers may have noticed hot spots and
installed an unspecified fan without noting it on the station
records or schematics. Subsequent engineers who didn't
know about this fan might experience overheating trou-
bles if this fan fails. It's always wise to take time to go over
a new transmitter with a fine-toothed comb to look for little
additions that made life easier for someone else.

Solid-state equipment can be sensitive to the tempera-
ture of its environment. It is necessary to move more air to
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Knowledge

is power.

You know the best is elegantly simple.
You know the best is efficient and reliable.
You know the best is digital -ready.

The Nautel XL series of AM
transmitters are built to provide the
reliability you've always wanted, and
the capabilities you'll need in years to
come. Every XL model is 20% more
powerful than competing transmitters.

That's enough reserve power to accom-

modate simultaneous IBOC digital transmis-

sion while maintaining full AM performance.

With this reserve power, an XL
transmitter virtually has a spare module built

in. They're hot-pluggable, which means you

nautei

benefit from unsurpassed system reliability
and can maintain full operation even in
the unlikely event that a power module

requires service. Full duplication of
critical low-level circuits further con-
tributes to system reliability.

The XL series is available in power

outputs from 12-60 kW. If you're
considering a new transmitter, take
a close look at Nautel. You'll find

elegant design, rugged engineering, digital
capability and, literally, power to spare.

For more information about our full
line of AM and FM transmitters, visit us on
the Web at www.nautel.com.

Hackett's Cove, RR #1, Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0
Phone: (902) 823-2233 Fax: (902) 823-3183
Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine
USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 8200 Fax: (207) 947-3693
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RF Engineering
KINTRONIC LABS INC.

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

Prefabricated, Climate -Controlled, Fully -Equipped ATU Building
PreTuned and Ready to Install. -WWJ, Detroit, MI

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
PO. Box 845, Bristol, Tennessee 37621-0845
Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224
Email: ktl@kintronic.com
Web Site: www.kintronic.com

71-77-.7:1

VISA
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The "Soundcard Solution"

01101Ph'ENGINEERiAlf,
Om Med. C. .1..0-

Matchbox II converts unbalanced computer soundcards
to professional audio!
Eliminate the hum. buzz. noise. and distortion caused by
mismatched levels and impedances. Matchbox ll's direct -coupled

circuitry will make your digital editor sound its best! It's also idea
for use with DAT. CD recorders. and tape decks. Over 30.000
units in use worldwide.

HENRY ENGINEERING

TEL 16261 355 3656 FAX (626) 355 0077
FAX on Demand Doc N120 16261 355 4210

http: www.henryeng.com

I -E
HENRY
ENGINEERING

We Build Solutions.

cool a solid-state transmitter than a tube transmitter of
similar power. High power in solid state is necessarily
achieved by use of multiple RF modules, and often by
individual power supplies. Thus, more components and a
higher power -supply capability are required for a solid-state
transmitter than for a tube transmitter of similar power.

Because of the increased sensitivity of solid-state equip-
ment to temperature boundaries, errors can be made by
allowing the RF power level label to govern the anticipat-
ed cooling requirements. This can result in an inadequate

volume of air and con-
sequent overheating.
As improvements are
made in Mosfet de-
sign and construction,
and possibly new
high -power solid-
state devices, cooling
requirements could
drop below equiva-
lent tube transmitters.

immii1111111111111
Proper ventilation is still important
for solid-state transmitters.

Power quality
Attention should be

given to power -sup-
ply quality. Transient
suppression in power
supplies is extremely
important. Lightning
transients are a reality

in broadcasting, and much has been accomplished to
control their effects. Proper power -line input treatment
and surge protection are a necessity. Sometimes the nature
of switched power supplies for large solid-state transmit-
ters can reflect badly into the primary source and affect the
power factor. Most power companies expect users to
achieve a power fact as close to 1.0 as possible. High
harmonic content that is allowed to develop across the
power line can produce interference to other circuits and
degrade the power factor.

This article has emphasized temperature control be-
cause disregarding it can lead to trouble in solid state.
Although solid-state devices usually operate with low
voltages, the power supplies are usually very low imped-
ance and are capable of storing a tremendous amount of
energy. From the viewpoint of high voltage, there appears
to be little to fear; however, this in not necessarily the case.

The amount of power that can be stored in a non -
discharged circuit can easily raise a metallic short almost to
incandescence and can result in serious burns to personnel
in contact with the shorting material. It behooves engi-
neers to use as much care with low -voltage solid-state
transmitters as with high -voltage tube transmitters.

E-mail John at: batcom@ bright.net.

For more information
Circ e 202 on Free In o Car'
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41.

Omnia.fm's new HOT software cranks it up!

IT GOES TO ELEVEN
For some of you, being the loudest on

the dial just isn't enough. You want to

peel paint, break glass and blow the

doors off your competition. And now,

with the Omnia.fm's new HOT soft-

ware module, you can push it to the

max and keep on cranking. For the

first time ever, you can go to eleven

and still deliver all the clarity, punch

and definition that's put the Omnia

in so many racks, all over the world.

Developed in partnership with Paul

Sanchez of HOT97 in New York City

and Michael Guidotti of Star 104.5 in

Philadelphia, the HOT software sets

a new standard in the loudness wars.

The Omnia's unique architecture

means you have amazingly clean

sound with absolut:ly no digital

gunge. And of cou:-se, the Omnia's

design platform prc:ects your invest-

ment by allowing y.0 to upgrade the

system software at any time-so

you're always on top of tomo-row's

technologies and changing formats.

Create the smashing sound that

h3lds button -happy listeners. Call

your Omnia dealer 'or a risk -free

thmo and hear what HOT sounds

lice-before your competition does.

CUTTING EDGE 2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND. OH 4-114
TEL: + 1 12161 241-3343 FAX + 1 12161 241-4103

E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM WWW.NOGRUNGE.CON

A Teas Compcaty

I Audio Broadcast Group 3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. Grand Rapids. MI 49548 Tel: + 1 18001 999-9281 Fax; + 1 1616) 452-1652 e -mall: ,upporteabg.corn
I Bradley Broadcast Sales 73136 Grove Road Frederick. MD 21704 Tel: + 1 (800) 732-7665 Fax: + I (301) 682-8377 e-mail: infoebradleybroadcast.com

I Broadcasters General Store 2480 SE 52nd Street Ocala, FL 34480 Tel: 1 13521 622-7700 Fax: + 11352) 629-7000 e-mail: bgs@mercury.net
I Broadcast Supply Worldwide 7012 27th Street West Tacoma. WA 98466 Tel: + I (800) 426-8434 Fax: + I (8001 231-7055 e-mail: In'oabswusa.com

I Crouse-Kimzey Company 1320 Post & Paddock Road. Suite 200 Grand Prairie. TX 75050 Tel: + I (8001 433-2105 Fax: + 1 (972) 623-2800 e-mail: salesaproaudio.00m
I Broadcast Richmond 1821 W. Main Street Richmond, IN 47375 Tel: + 1 (7651 966-6468 Fax: + I (765) 966-5305 e-mail: infoair. focom.com
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Wave

Datacasting update
By Chriss Scherer, editor

FM stations have long used subcarriers as a means of
supplemental income. Though the technology it-
self is not new, there has been recent work on

setting some standards for data applications.
So far, data subcarriers have lacked standards for their

use or protocols, except for RBDS (Radio Broadcast Data
System), introduced in 1993. The new standards allow
manufacturers to create products that are compatible with
the specific technology.
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association

(CEMA) Mobile Electronics Technology Standards Setting
Committee recently met and approved two new stan-
dards on two different data subcarrier formats. The two
systems covered are called Data Radio Channel (DARC)
and Subearrier Traffic Information Channel (STIC).

ubcallgr I M
Service Frequency Rate

(kHz) (kb/s)

RBDS

Table 1. The requencies and data capacities
of various subcarrier services.

In the DARC
The standard for

DARC has been ap-
proved as EIA-794.
The system has already
been deployed out-
side the U.S. and is
extensively used in
Japan, since it was
developed by the
NHK. A similar stan-
dard was already

passed in Europe in 1997. The CEMA standard is almost
identical and serves mostly as a formality.

DARC is similar in function to RBDS. The signal is
transmitted on a 76kHz carrier and a 16kb/s data rate. The
modulation is a Level Minimum Frequency Shift Keying
(LMSK). The bandwidth of the subcarrier is 35kHz, which
yields an occupied spectrum of 60kHz to 95kHz. Com-
pare this range with the RBDS standard of 57kHz and a
data rate of just less than 1.2kb/s (see Table 1). According
to data posted online from the ITU and the DARC Forum,
measurements have shown that the DARC subcarrier is
fully compatible with the RBDS subcarrier.

On the STIC
The October 1998 issue of BE Radio (Next Wave, p. 26)

examined the Minnesota Department of Transportation
tests on a system being developed for the Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS). This system was being
considered for a mobile traffic -management system to
better inform motorists of traffic conditions. MITRE

Corporation developed STIC, and so far it has only been
used in tests and pilot programs. The system is now ready
for primetime and commercial deployment.

The adopted CEMA subcommittee standard for STIC is
shown in the table. The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) is supporting STIC for their efforts.

Both technologies offer increased data capacities com-
pared with the RBDS standard. Even when the RBDS
standard was introduced, it was felt that further enhance-
ments would be needed, since consumers would have
access to more data information services at higher data rates.

Future of datacasting
The National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC), a joint

effort between the NAB and CEMA, has a High Speed FM
Subcarrier Committee (HSSC) that had its actions sus-
pended in 1998 when agreement on a single standard
could not be reached. At that time, the HSSC was
evaluating three different systems: DARC, STIC and a
third system, the High Speed Data System from Seiko. The
testing for these systems was continued and has lead to
the established standards from the ITU. Where the joint
CEMA/NAB subcommittee could not agree, the CEMA-
only subcommittee has reached a decision. Their stan-
dard furthers the effort for DARC and STIC by establishing
guidelines for their application in the U.S.

With IBOC on the horizon, there is some skepticism
about further evolution of datacasting. Currently, the
IBOC testing being done is for main channel perfor-
mance. By occupying more of the available spectrum
(and pushing subcarriers out of the way), a more robust
IBOC signal can be delivered. Another possibility is to
encode additional data into the main channel data stream.
There is also the obvious apathy from consumers and
broadcasters toward RBDS, which may be assuaged with
higher data rates and capabilities.

Some information was obtained from the August 2, 1999 issue of
Radio TechCheck, published by the NAB.

:..r4 al LI 2
The LAN EB Newsroom System
NOW Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

WireReadjg

00.8334459
w Re d .com
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If time is money, what

could you get for an extra
111110, radio commercial every

ten minutes

If you're in tie radio business tc
make money (and who kn't.

you need

-asn,,,
Through an exclusive time -

shifting process, Cash creates
additional broadcast time to

sell. It does it in real time, righ:
on the air. It does it without.

reducing program content.
does it without affecting pitch

or creating a "chipmunk effect,"
It does it ii stereo or mono. I:

does it in variable amounts.
adding from zero to five

minutes, within, two minutes to
two hours..

Cash, from Prime Image - you
don't need one unless you wan:

to make some..

.11 "?!1g'
 

111111 - -1111:1 Cash

Pr memage
The Digital Videc Peolle

4662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose, CA 95133  Tel (408)867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294 Service (408)926-5177
Primeimagein@earthlink.met  www.primeimageinc.corr
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Update

FCC issues heavy fines
By Harry Martin

In August, the FCC issued several notices to radio
broadcasters that assessed fines, in the aggregate, of
more than $60,000. Broadcasters should be aware

that FCC inspectors still make unannounced visits to
studios, and audience and competitor complaints can
lead to FCC forfeiture proceedings. The following fines
were imposed:

$35,000 indecent broadcast. An AM licensee was
fined for comments radio personalities made during a
week of broadcasts on a midday show. A listener's
complaint, accompanied by recordings of the show;
initiated the investigation. Indecent material continued
to be broadcast, even during the investigation. In
issuing the fine, the FCC reiterated that it has a
statutory duty to prosecute licensees that broadcast
obscene, indecent or profane language. The FCC's
standard for determining indecency is "offensive lan-
guage or material that depicts or describes sexual or
excretory activities or organs."

$ 14, 500 unauthorized operations and main studio
location. The FCC fined an FM licensee $7,500 for
constructing and operating its station on the wrong
channel. In addition, the operator was fined $7,000 for
locating its main studio outside the station's city -grade
contour. Although the FCC has recently relaxed restric-
tions on main studio locations, violations are not mooted
by a subsequent change in the rules.

$ Z000 main studio staffing. While noting that noncom-
mercial educational stations may seek a waiver of the
main studio rule, the FCC fined a noncommercial station
for failure to comply with the rule absent such a waiver.
FCC agents attempted to enter the main studio of the
station on three different occasions. Each time, they
found a locked building with two contact telephone
numbers posted on the door. During its investigation, the
FCC determined that the station occasionally employed
one person or was staffed by volunteers. The FCC's rule
for main studio staffing requires, at a minimum, that a
managerial or a full-time staff person be present during
normal business hours. Part-time and volunteer staff do
not satisfy this rule.

$4,000 broadcast of telephone conversation. Based upon
a complaint from a listener, the FCC fined an FM licensee
$4,000 for broadcasting a telephone conversation simulta-
neous with its occurrence but without the consent of the
other party to the call. On -air personalities should take
great care to ensure that they comply with the FCC's rule
requiring advance consent to the broadcast (or recording
for later broadcast) of telephone conversations.

Broadcast ownership attribution
The FCC has revised its broadcast ownership "attribution"

rules. The attribution rules define what constitutes a cogni-
zable interest for purposes of applying the ownership rules.
F-ssential elements of the FCC's order include the following:

 Adoption of a new "equity/debt plus" standard, which
will function in addition to the current attribution rules.
Under the new rule, a holder of a financial interest,
whether equity or debt or both, in excess of 33 percent
of a licensee's total assets will have an attributable
interest in that licensee if it is either a major program
supplier to that license (supplying more than 15 percent
of the total weekly broadcast programming hours) or if
it is a same -market media entity (including broadcasters,
cable operators and newspapers). All stock, both com-
mon and preferred, both voting and nonvoting, will be
counted toward the 33 -percent threshold.

 Retention of the 5 -percent voting stock benchmark,
while raising the voting stock benchmark for passive
investors from 10 percent to 20 percent.

 Elimination of current aspects of the cross -interest
policy (i.e., key employee relationships, nonattribut-
able equity interests, joint venture agreements).

 No change in treatment of joint sales agreements (JSAs).
 No change in treatment of limited partnership inter-

ests as distinct from corporate voting equity interests.
 Application of limited partnership insulation criteria

to determine attribution of limited liability compa-
nies (LLCs).

 Application of revised broadcast attribution criteria to
broadcast/cable cross -ownership rules.

Except for television LMAs, any interests acquired on or
after November 7, 1996, the date of FCC adoption of the
Attribution Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, are
subject to the new rules. If the interest was acquired
before that date, it is grandfathered.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@lhh-telcomlaw.com.

ateline
Radio s-ations in the following states must file their

biennial ownership reports on new Form 323, or
Form 323-E for NCE stations, on or before Decem-
ber 1: A.abama, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia,
Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, New
Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South
Dakota and Vermont.
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Digital Done Right
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The Lolitek Numix is a ful eattr:ed igita- console, with up to 42 fa'
from the new leader in digital broadcast consols kchnolop.
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Each modular input wedge fehtures a huge displ-ty screen *ow six,' &(i
faders. 1. -put routing, bus assign. stereo mode, ran and l' settings Arc clearly,It
show._ frr each channel. We e km provide a separLte flint., ' for each input # -
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These consoles have four mix busses. talkbaelcyLx-m mute,
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snapsho: automation and an ainazingly flexible cntsysteni.
Optional features include motorized faders. EQ. dyna ic and talk, show delay.
Of course both analog and digital in, and oat' ale handled , ith eatik,

7
Would you like to know more? Just call your fas.o:ite dealer or
one of our sales engineers.

Would you like to know more?
Just call us at (300) 231-5870 ore -mail info@logitekaudio.com

Logi tek digital with a better difference!
5622 Edgemoor Houston, TX, 77081
e-mail info@ ogi-ekaudio.com Phone: 800.231.5870

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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Full service solutions
at pit stop speed.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications



Lead, follow, or get out of the way

is not on'y the motto in racing, but

is quickly becoming the norm in

radio broadcast. If you're not, the

pace car, you're somewhere in the

pack.

Harris is in this race to provide you

with the tools that it takes to cross

the finish line first. The Broadcast

Systems Division has the highest

point standing in the industry

when is comes to providing

customers with complete systems

at the velocity they need.

Whether you just need some lug

nuts, more fuel to keep going, or a

complete tire change for your

operation, Harris has the most

experienced pit crew in

broadcast.

Keep on track and win the

ratings championship with an

operation that runs without

caution flags, start your engine

with Harris equipment. We're

here to make sure you get the

checkered flag.

So, put on your driver suit and

helmet, drive fast and turn left to

your phone to make sure Harris

is on your speed dial list for the

times you need a next level radio

solution.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

15ARRIS
Communications
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The view from tower's base. The metal ring is part of the ground system.

The limiting presence of a strong
reactance component in an an-
tenna input impedance has

caused problems for the broadcast
antenna design engineer. This prob-
lem can occur even when engineers
opt for models that theoretically rid
themselves of this inconvenient tj
component by attempting to deter-
mine, at the design level, a resonant
height for the tower.

We refer, of course, to MW broad-
casting in which the field and/or con-
sulting engineer has to develop the
mechanics of the antenna (or anten-
nas) of a radiating system. Years of
work in the field have resulted in the
development of a new type of anten-
na in which a self -resonant condition
is reached by the easy and continuous
tuning of a lumped reactive compo-
nent installed at the antenna itself.

Folded

!yPP.Ile!

on the folded unipole

The regular folded unipole
he commonl) used folded uni-

pole (or monopole) antenna for MW
broadcast basically comprises a
grounded support tower and a set of
skirt fold -wires that run vertically
and parallel to the tower, making
electrical contact at the top and usu-
ally at a movable point determined
empirically. The fold -wires are uni-
formly distributed around the sup-
port towers to maintain an omnidi-
rectional radiation characteristic
when standing alone. The feed point
of this antenna is a copper tube
formed into an 0 -ring installed con-
centrically around the tower, near
the ground, connecting all the fold -
wires together. A large amount of
mechanical hardware is involved
(e.g., compensating springs, anchors
and insulated spacing bars) to keep

the fold -wires stressed enough to
avoid touching the steel structure of
the support tower, even when buf-
feted by strong winds.

Electrically, this antenna presents a
higher input impedance when com-
pared with that of a simple tower of
the same height isolated at its base.
When properly designed, one can
arrive at more than 100f1 input resis-
tance, associated with a moderate
reactance value, which turns the
antenna into a relatively low -Q radi-
ating device. Its relatively good band-
width also makes it suitable for broad-
casting music.

This technique has also been em-
ployed with directional antenna ar-
rays. Its highly desirable, inherent
high -input impedance will certainly
be loaded down by the influence of
other towers composing the array.
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Folded Unipole Antenna
Even so, the I2R losses drop to a lower
value because of the relatively low RF
currents circulating in the antennas
and their a.ssrlciated radial wires.

Self -resonant folded unipole
From the basis of the folded unipole,

we can make a few modifications and

The base detail. Each fold -wire has a tension spring.
two porcelain insulators and the horizontal C -ring.

add a few items to acquire a self -
resonance capability. These include
the following:

1. Substitute the base 0 -ring, men-
tioned earlier, with a C -ring, or, to
better describe it, with an open poly-
gon that interconnects all the fold -
wires at the antenna base at the same
height from ground (as shown in the
photo above left). For example, for a
three fold -wire antenna, the open
polygon is a two-sided triangle, or a V -
form device. For a six fold -wire folded
unipole, an open hexagon (or a hexa-
gon minus one side) is applied. For a
nine fold -wire antenna, an open eight -
sided polygon is installed at the elec-
tric closure of the fold -wires at the
antenna base. Regardless of the total
number of fold -wires, all must be
interconnected through a conductive
open polygon, generically referred to
as a C -ring.

2. Install a corrective lumped reac-

tance component in series with the
C -ring, between two adjacent fold -
wires, its position and value having
been correctly established.

This process is time-consuming, call-
ing for several iterations to calculate the
reactance value and its location on the
C -ring. When running the RF design

program EZNEC2 (a calcula-
tion program that uses the
Numerical Electromagnetic
Code 2, also called NEC2)
without the self -resonant
load, the input impedance
will have a ±j reactive com-
ponent. The corrective self -
resonance lumped reactance
will have an opposite sign.

ipole is not so simple. Actually, I
discovered this antenna when deal-
ing with a similar problem and run-
ning the calculation program
EZNEC2. At that time, under certain
initial conditions, the input imped-
ance of a regular folded unipole
seemed to present a very low reac-
tance. This in turn was an interesting
feature, since it would provide, at
least theoretically, for excellent band-
width and very good audio quality
in AM broadcasting.

Further calculations confirmed the
conditions required for self -resonance
for this specific antenna. As many
readers may know, the Code Tech-
nique is based on modeling the an -

A view from above. The blue arms are insulating spacers.

Tuning to self -resonance
The corrective reactance is tuned to

its expected value. In practice, at the
transmission site, the reactance is
tuned while the antenna input im-
pedance is simultaneously checked
through an operating impedance
bridge. Remember to place the
bridge's X dial to the zero position.
Once this simple field operation is
done, one has an antenna with a
purely resistive input impedance.
Obtaining a self -resonant folded un-
ipole antenna is that simple, almost.

Unfortunately, the calculation of
the self -resonance of the folded un-

tenna and metal structures near it
with wires. The model has to be
carefully prepared, obeying all the
criteria the EZNEC2 manual recom-
mends, to obtain the correct antenna
characteristics and its resulting radiat-
ed E -field.

Once the required circuit condi-
tions are known and modeled by the
NEC2 engine, the subsequent tasks
are determining the specific point at
which to feed the antenna on the
C -ring, deciding where to install the
reactive load in series with the C -ring
(i.e., between which adjacent fold -
wires), and determining the proper
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Folded Unipole Antenna
reactance value in ohms at the operating frequency. All
of this is related to the specific antenna under study. It is
not within the scope of this article because it is part of a
pending U.S. patent.

The reactance load changes the forward RF current
phase into the fold -wires that are located after it. This
opposes the direction of the source or feed point as well
in respect to the remaining wires in such a manner as to
produce zero reactance at the input point. That is why it
is necessary to connect all fold -wires to the C -ring or open
polygon in order to allow this phase difference between
currents on the fold -wires, which in turn are the wires
responsible for the radiation phenomena. Another char-
acteristic observed at the end of the calculation is the
current phase at the top of the tower area, which is also
the point where the fold -wires are connected to the
tower: There are no abrupt phase differences between
currents flowing into the fold -wires and the current
flowing in the tower top itself when the resonance occurs
at the antenna input point.

ZYK-767 stab m owner Camillo C. Perez (L) and the author
standing in front of the self -resonant unipole.

Main characteristics
Figure 1 shows an SWR plot of one self -resonant model

that was installed recently and has been in operation
since December 1998. Observing the SWR throughout
the frequency band under analysis, this antenna appears
to approach a theoretically ideal antenna. It has a wide
bandwidth never seen before for an AM -type transmis-
sion. At ±161(1-1z, referenced to the center (carrier) fre-
quency it presents an SWR of 1.12:1. At ±12kHz , the SWR
is less than 1.1:1.

Careful observation of its symmetry shows that the plot
is symmetrical when viewed from the carrier frequency.
Both of these characteristics are essential for an opti-
mized AM transmission, which certainly will result in
good music quality with very low harmonic distortion,
and no locally generated intermodulation between
sideband tones. If the audio frequency response were
not purposely limited to some low value as it is

Circle (1271 on Free Into Card
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Folded Unipole Antenna
commonly done, this antenna would
provide a detected audio response
comparable to a mono FM station
- and at least up to the definitions
of the AM IBOC DAB systems cur-
rently under development.

Practical results and
comments

There are two self -resonant anten-
nas in regular operation in Brazil.
The first, ZYK-767 Radio Cidade in
Boituva, in operation since mid -
December 1998, is a nine fold -wire
model at 1490kHz, running 1.0kW
of power. The SWR plot in Figure 2
is the calculated characteristic for
this antenna. In practice, its trans-
mission seems limited only by stu-
dio -related audio -quality problems.
Even so, it presents superb music
quality and excellent area coverage.

The second, ZYK-563, at Radio
Ciuibe de Birigui in Sao Paulo, is a
three fold -wire model installed in
mid -February 1999, at 850kHz and
1.0kW of output power. This instal-
lation presents a much better set of

2-

1.1

1

1474 1478 1482
400110.-

1486 1490 1494 1498 1502
Frequency (kHz)

1506

Figure 1. The SWR plot of a workirg self -resonant folded unipole antenna operating
at 149kHz. Total bandwidth shown is 32kHz.

on -air characteristics than the tirst
installation. It is also transmitting in
C-Quam stereo. I

Note: The method described here has been
filed with the U.S. Patent Office and has a
patent pending.

Sylvio M. Damiani, P. E., is an consulting
electronics engineer and coauthor of the
Brazilian National Plan for MW Radio Sta-
tions. He is based in Sao Paulo . Brazil.

For more information on
folded unipole antennas,

see John Mullaney's articl
on our website:

www.beradio.com/
features/tech/tech.cfm
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100% Orban engineering

THE OPTIMOD-FM 2200 is every-

thing you'd expect from Orban engineer-

ing: superior design, a big, loud

OPTIMOD sound, plus Bob Orban's

proven processing know-how.

In fact, about the only thing

unexpected is the price.

Around half what you'd expect to pay for 1009

Orban performance.

In one slim package, you get features usually

reserved for high -end processors. Including

built-in digital stereo encoding, eight factory

presets (each with 19 LESS/MORE variations)

and eight user presets. No other processor in this

price range delivers a louder, brighter, or cleaner

sound-with more bass punch. That's because the

2200 is a direct descendant of the best-selling digital

processor in the world, pioneered by one of the most

competitive engineers in radio.

At

about

half

the

THE FAMILY RESEMBLANCE IS CLEAR. price -
The 2200's two key processing structures Withe

directly from Bob's evolutionary work on the

OPTIMOD-FM 8200. In the Two -Band structure, Bass

EQ lets you selectively add punch, while a High

The OPTIMOD - FM 2200

Frequency enhaicer automatically adds

"sparkle." Protection mode maintains

unmatched transparency and makes the

2200 an ideal upgrade for stations

using Orban's classic 8000A. Both

structures tightly limit peaks whit:

providing superb baseband spectrum

control. This guarantees highest loudness by

protecting the stereo pilot tone and preventing

overshoots in any uncompressed digital STL.

The result is the ability to create a big, loud,

signature sound for all kinds of formats: pop music,

talk, classical or jazz. All at a price that has competi-

tive written all over it. Just like the engineering.

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE SOUND

More and more broadcasting chains demand digital

consistency. That's why the 2200's built-in encode

generates the stereo composite signal digitally

Digital encoding is ultra -stable; no periodic tweaking !-

required. The OPTIMOD-FM 2200D version also includes

AES/EBU digital inputs and Dutputs in addition to standard

analog. So you ge: loud, c.ear digital sound across th

entire spectrum-and you can keep your signal in pure

digital form all the way to the transmitter.

°dicta
H A Harman International Compan,

111111115M11 .11PMEIN
 Urban, Ins Urban and Optimod a, ,r s,,,ed trademarks 1525 Anatodu 51 S.' le. mu CA 94511 USA Ph.,
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Isocouplers like the one shown here are commonly used to
mount grounded antennas on hot tower. This isocoupler is
operating properly.

A simiLir sit Hall( in \\ asafound .itClass A FM sta n,

liwhere the Up wag slig less than 5kW. tirr
isocouplei vi: about 4 feet ve ground to, el
-wa# not =ar front...11 e entrance to the tri4 smitten 1
builatrig-EM-teakage *as found on the out su ace
of the isocoupler, though much less than in the
previous example /Nevertheless, a standard fluores-
cent tube would ow brightly when brought near the
isocoupler.yAs fore, a replacement isocoupler cleared
up the v= em completely. In this instance, the
station ..6v, r declared that hIs), statio '

'
coverage

4. r 4,
impfil(After the change. - .

-Verifying Ileirmance
\ erali.experiments were ci mduR.11 d with CI

gation's4gginaLibwoupler. Using a 25W exc. , mea-
suremgras were made of the insertion loss using two
wattmeters a 50f/ dummy loV. The input imped-
Witte was measured with thuisoctitrpler terminated in the
50f/ load asing a Hewlett-Packard Vector Impedance
Meter. figure was use to determine the VSWIt. The
operati n of this 1s( miller was essentially within the
listed'peciications, which did not specify the permitted
maxpum .evel of radiation.

gone purchasing an isocoupler should thtain a
st,ment from the manufacturer of thelinaximuni
permitted level of radiation from the unit.
Note: The exact reasons for the isocoupler failures wit never fully
determined. Possibilities include lightning, an overpokircondition,
or even excessive harmonics from spurious emissions.

Thanks to M. Fayne Anderson and Milton Holladay Jr. for their
help with this project.

Robert D. Lambert is a consulting engineer in Columbia, SC.
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Citadel Selects Scott Studios
as "the Best" Digital System

Lary Wilson (at right), CEO
of Citadel Communications
Corp., shakes hands with
Dave Scott as Citadel
standardizes on Scott
Systems for its 124 stations
and future aquisitions.

Citadel Communications Corp., one of America's top 10 radio groups in 1998 revenues, selects
Scott Studios Corp. as its sole supplier of on -air digital audio delivery systems for its 124 radio
stations and future acquisitions.
"We thoroughly investigated all of the competitive digital air studio systems and decidedupon
the best one," says Larry Wilson, CEO of Citadel Communications. "Our regional Presidents
and Vice Presidents of engineering and programming spent nearly a year analyzing different
options. While no system or manufacturer is 100% flawless, it became obvious to us that Scott
Studios is the very best. Their long history of excellent service commitment, the quality of their
digital studio products and competitive pricing were our primary reasons for selecting Scott
Studios."

Dave Scott, CEO of Scott Studios Corp. says, "It's an honor to be Citadel's sole digital audio
vendor and take their other brands as trade-ins on our new equipment. Our systems are
designed by announcers, for announcers.

"Of Scott's 61 employees, 43 are former jocks
and PDs with 700 years collective radio
experience. Competitors work more from the
engineer's perspective, although we have 20
former chief engineers on staff also. Scott
Studios digital fits DJs like a glove."

After adding five Oklahoma City stations and
other pending transactions, Citadel will own
or operate 124 radio stations in 23 mid -sized
markets such as Providence, Salt Lake City
and Albuquerque.
Citadel is well known across the country for
attaining topnotch competitive program-
ming success, and the addition of Scott
Studios announcer friendly technology will
help Citadel announcers deliver superior
information, entertainment and service to
their 8,000,000+ weekly listeners.
Citadel's stations are not the only ones who
choose Scott: More U.S. radio stations use
Scott Studios' than any other digital system,
with 5,046 Scott digital workstations in 2,202
U.S. stations. Nine of the ten top -billing
groups have Scott Systems.
Scott Systems are the easiest to use! They're
intuitive, straightforward, simple, yet the
most powerful!
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A Hard Day's Re
B ,atles
L 712 3a N 719 3p

ALover s Cluestioi
C yde McPhatter
L x129 5a

A Thousand Stars
Kithy Young
L 7.2 9p

A World W'out Lov
ter 8. Gordon

10a

A_tion
F eddy Cannon
L 7/5 8p

Aternoon Delight
S arland Vocal Bar

1p

A n t No Woman
F )ur Tops
L 7/6 1p

BCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or audition
of any song simply by spelling a few letters of its title or artist. You see when songs
played last and when they'll play next. You also get voice tracking while listening to
music in context, hot keys, automatic recording of phone calls and graphic
waveform editing, all in one computer!

Scott Studios is famous for our uncompressed digital systems at a compressed price, (but we work equally well in MPEG and
MP3). Scott Studios' audio quality is the very best and plays on laptops or PCs with ordinary sound cards. We pre -dub your
startup music library free. Your PD can auto -transfer songs digitally in seconds with a CD-ROM deck in hisor her office.
Scott gives you industrial quality 19" rack computers, but nothing is proprietary: functional equivalents are available at
computer stores. You also get 24 hour toll -free tech support! Scott also lets you choose your operating system: Linux, Novell,
NT, Windows, DOS or any combination. You also choose from three systems: Good, Better, Best. One's nght for you!

The Scott System 32 (pictured at the upper right) is radio's most powerful digital
system. Your log is on the left side of the LCD touch screen. Instant access Hot Keys
or spur-of-the-moment "Cart Walls" are on the right with lightning -quick access to
any recording. Phone calls record automatically and can be edited to air quickly.
You can also record and edit spots or voice tracks in the air studio or go on the air
from production.
Options include seamless redundancy, self -healing fail -safes, newsrooms, 16 -track
editors, time and temperature announce, and auto -transfer of spots and voicers to
distant stations over WAN or Internet. Check our web site and call us toll -free.

Scar great:al a.

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
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In the September 1998 issue of BE
Radio (p. 48), we gave you a
sneak preview of the Emmis fa-

cility when it was under construction.
The facility, located in the center of
downtown Indianapolis on Monu-
ment Circle, was recently completed.
The stations have moved in a9d be-
gun operations.

See the September 1998 article to
get a feel for the complete transfor-
mation of the building in lust under
one year.

The new 142,000 square -foot facil-
ity houses the corporate offices of
Emmis Communications, radio sta-
tions WIBC-AM, WENS -FM, WNAP-
FM, WTLC-AM and WTLC-FM, the

). Network Indiana and AgriAmerica
,,:: networks and the offices for India-

napolis Monthly magazine. The radio
stations previously occupied three
separate locations around town.

Moving these discrete operations into
a single facility pres5nted some ad-
vantages as far as sharing of resourc-
es and networking of equipmenti.

The building
The building sitd of the new head-

quarters has a long history with broad-
casting and publishing. Part of the
existing façade dates back to 1897.
This older section was originally the
home of the Indianapolis Journal, t
Republican newspaper of he day.
The building was originally called
the Journal Building. Other occu-
pants have included the Indianapolis
Power and Light company (1904 to
4935), WFBM-AM (1120, then 1330,
then 1230, novr on 1260, 1937) which
later added WFBM-FM (1947) and
WFBM-TV (ch. 6, 1949), and the
Indianapolis Press Club. The four-

story section to the right of the
front entrance is all that remains of
these garly tenants. Restaurants
and hotels -have also operated on
the premises at various times.

Numerous interior and aesthetic
design characteristics were incor-

porated in the design to tie the build-
ing to its communications -oriented
resident. For instance, a faux tower is

t- a prominent feature on the front of
the building; this tower cuts behind
the Emmis placard and extends above
the building's roofline. Curved sur-
faces and design elements used

throughout facility are
evocative of AM and FM
waveforms.

In the seven -story
building, radio sta-
tions and networks

a., occupy three. llsaors:
Gc -

-

A

A
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FACILITY SHOWCASE
WENS -FM and WNAP-FM on the third;
WIBC-AM, Network Indiana and Agri -
America on the fourth; and wnc-
AM/FM on the fifth floor. The corpo-
rate offices are located on the sev-
enth floor.

The main lobby spans more than three stories and car
be used tor special events and receptions. (Shown P
under construction. Photos this page: Jon Miller
courtesy Hedrich Blessing Photographers. Chicago.

One of the design goals was to
keep as many common elements as
possible. The studios and, to some
extent, the technical operations/rack
rooms are similar in their design,
and much of the same equipment is
used throughout the facility. There
are two basic room layouts, based
on the station's format: news/talk or
music. Although no two studios are
clones, certain considerations are
common to all of them, regardless of
format. The pictures included in this
piece will give you a general feel for
the facility's design.

Any facility relocation project is a
time-consuming effort. For many
stations, the demands are too great
for the technical staff to supervise
the entire design and installation
project and keep the stations on the
air and operating at the peak. This
facility was no exception. Though
the entire project was controlled by
the station staff, much of the work

was outsourced. This not only
helped the station's staff maintain a
realistic workload, but also it made
possible an earlier completion time
for the entire project. For instance,
the miles of cable and wire that are

in place were prepared, and one
end was terminated, befcre it

arrived in Indianapolis. When the
walls and conduits were placed,
the half -prepared cables were
brought in, run and terminated
on the unfinished end. This step
alone saved several weeks of time

that would have been lost if cable
runs could not have begun until
after the wall and cable trays were
in place.

The equipment behind the
sound
Each studio is built

around an Integrity con-
sole (20 total through-
out the facility) and fur-
niture from PR&E. All
the twisted -pair wiring
is AES3-compliant
Belden cable. Cable
runs between studios
and tech centers are on
12 -pair cables. Not all
of the audio sources
are digital at this time,
but one advantage to
using AES3 cable is that
it makes excellent ana-
log cable as well be-
cause of its lower ca-

pacitance and tighter manufacturing
specification.

On -air storage and playback is ac-
complished via the Broadcast Elec-
tronics AudioVault. All of the servers
and workstation PCs are housed in
the fourth -floor tech center. The
monitors, keyboards and mice are

all extended with Cybex ex-
tenders. All PCs are industrial -
duty and consist of eight Audio -
Vault servers, one Net delay
server and 25 workstations. All
the servers and workstations
are monitored by AutoView so
each can be accessed and con-
trolled from the tech center.
['here are three 23GB drives on
six of the servers; the other two
servers have six 18GB drives
for a total storage capacity of
630GB for the entire system.
There are more than 18,000
audio files on the system. All
drives are mirrored for com-
plete redundancy.

The original plan for audio
storage called for 6.4:1 compression
at a 32kHz sampling rate on all the
audio files. Later, all the music was
switched to 3.2:1 compression at
32kHz for better quality. Though this
provided better quality, the program-
ming personnel still did not find it
quite satisfactory, so the music sam-
pling rate was changed to 44.1kHz at
3.2:1 compression.

None of the stations shares a com-
mon transmitter site. All the stations
have dual T1 circuits in place from

nnkinn into the studio of WENS trnm the hallway.
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Only two controls

Operate the system skillfully
in minutes

100% Digital Signal Pro-
cessing Analog to Digital
sample rate adaptive

Straight forward touch -
screen programming

Your choice of excellent
factory sound presets

Power User Controls to
create your own custom
settings

Create you own unique
sound identity

Non-volatile memory to
store your settings

as

SYSTEMS

/NMailmil
MINN =mi

=
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fi
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Touch Sc een Control

32 bit Floating Point Processor

AES/EBU Rate Adaptive Digital Inte-face
included

Hardware & Software upgrades incuded
at no chuge

Final Lim ter Sample Rate

# of Audio Processing Bands

Available in colors

Warranty (parts & labor)

Base Pri:e

Price win extras

Call for information on free upgrades and trade-ins.

MILLENNIUM''' OPTIMOD®

8200

yes

yes

yes

1 year

56 kHz

5

yes

3 year>

S10,950

S10,9E0

OMNIA°
FM HOT

nc no

nc no

no
$1,55C extra
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128 .cliz

5

no

1 year

$10,100
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no

48 Hz
(virtual 192 kHz)

4
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2 years

$10,700

$10,700

Itillerromm 1. a regotered trademark .rf (XL Ira.
Optorma r. a nrstered trademark of 'frrhan. Ina

Ihnnia tea warred trademark of HA a/lora:ion

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A.
i:E100) 535-7648

.:602) 438-0888

Fax (E02) 438-8227

E-mail: crl@crlsystems.com
Internet: www.cr systems.com
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FACILITY St101111CASe
also has two Ku -band up-
links for the networks, RPU
antennas and a diesel gener-
ator.

A 200kVA UPS in the pent-
house covers critical sys-
tems during the switc hover

The control room for WIBC has room for five guests
and a co -host. The newsroom doors are on the right.
Photos this page: Jon Miller, courtesy Hedrick
Blessing Photographers, Chicago

the studios to the transmitters for
telemetry and STLs. All the tower
sites except WTLC-FM can be seen
from the roof. These stations use a
microwave STL as their primary and
Tl as a backup. Only WTLC-FM uses
the Tl for its primary STL. The roof The WIBC production studio.

1BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

All.1111111146
ULTRAMOO

0. 0 0

The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor, with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concert quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just 51,895.00

affordable
audio
processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

PO. Box 751  Lamar, CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://%%.broadcastteelf.coni

to and from the generator.
The production rooms can serve as

back-up air studios and have similar
layouts to them, with the addition of
a SADiE DAW. Currently, the editors
are not networked together.

Lookouts
There are two showcase

studios on the ground floor
that look out to Monument
Circle. The studios are ac-
cessible by any of the sta-
tions or networks. All of the
operational functions, in-
cluding access to call -in tele-
phone lines, complete con-
trol of the on -air playback
system, EAS, audio routing
and monitoring, can be
switched to either showcase
studio. One studio is slightly
larger than the other. Both
can be used for any format,
but one is tailored for a music
format and the other for a
talk format.

A video -quality electronic
variable message board, lo-
cated above one of the show-

ase studios, provides news and in-
formation about special events to
passersby on the street. There is also
a camera that can display images of
pedestrians walking by the head-
quarters on the message hoard. The

ine news worxsiations are compact out
still flexible. Notice the auxiliary audio
lacks on the clock/timer panel.

Circle (136) on Free Info Card
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent can achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combining proven digital signal

processing and an easy to use analog -like

interface with factory and user program-

mable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

!'communications
ARMS
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FAC 11111 SUONCASE
showcase studios use double -paned,
bulletproof glass for soundproofing
and safety. These studios are also
equipped with a flexible. two-way
video -monitoring system. The show-
Que studios will enable greater inter -

Above: A view of the larger showcase stu-
dio on the first floor. Right: Outside the
same showcase studio standing in the
forecourt entry looking out to Monument
Circle. Photos: Jon Miller. courtesy Hedrich
Blessing Photographers. Chicago

Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

O
1Novomcs4C019014.0

SAIL

1,Cookg WDE.
cCeedi, clatdEcT0

MODEL PBX'

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE
Inovonics. PBX is a cost -saving alter-
native to the miltiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share a single central -office
line, for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unatter died remote equipment:

 Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
 Cellu ar/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geopti jsical Monitors
 Pumping Stations
 Security Systems

PBX
$420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 456-0554

www.inovon.com
C rcle (138) on Free Info Card

action between the on -air personali-
ties and the community.

Sound quality and characteristics
have been standardized across the
stations with Symetrix 528E micro-
phone processors, ElectroVoice 807

microphones for the news/
talk stations, and Shure SM-
7 and ElectroVoice RE -27
microphones for the music -
format stations. JBL 400 -se-
ries monitors are used
throughout.

BOW dee scenes
Three technical centers,

using 32 Stantron racks, pro-
vide transmission equipment
(including satellite, ISDN and
T1 transmission facilities)
and technical support. Facil-
ities are spread between the
three technical centers,
which are stacked on three
separate floors. The fourth
floor supports WIBC-AM,
Network Indiana, AgriAmer-
ica and the SAS64000 dual

frame 2563256 stereo router. The
fifth -floor tech center provides sup-
port for WTLC-FM, WTLC-AM and
the AudioVAULT storage unit. The
sixth -floor tech center supports
WNAP-FM and WENS -FM, the Em-
mis flagship station. Intraplex T1
primary and Moseley Aural backup
STLs round out the systems. Inter -
room wiring connections consist of

Project -at -a -glance
Facility: Enimis Communications
Location: Indianapolis, IN
Stations/networks: Five stations, two

networks
Number of studios: 25
Architect/project manager:

Ratio Architects, Indianapolis
Equipment installer: Pacific

Research and Engineering,
Carlsbad, CA

Acoustician: Northeastern
Communications Concepts,
New York

General contractor:
Shiel Sexton, Indianapolis

Design approved: July 1996
Construction start date:

nuary 1997
ecember 1998

U
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What they hear will determine your destiny

Made the old fashioned way,

Master craftsmen and tech -
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FACILITY SHOWCASE
approximately 12,000 feet of Belden
1806A AES3 multipair cabling.
Time throughout the facility is

kept in sync with an ESE 185 GPS-
based clock. The time signal from
the ESE feeds the Integrity con-
soles, ESE analog wall clocks and
PR&E digital clocks in every studio.
Sine Systems LED message boards
and controllers in each on -air stu-
dio are triggered by a variety of
conditions to indicate alerts and
open mics.

An eight -station news workroom pro-
vides eight workstations for WENS -FM,
Network Indiana and AgriAmerica news
support. Two lighter workstations pro-
vide local traffic/road condition servic-
es for all of the stations.

VirTLC-AM, W11E-FM and WIBC-AM

also stream audio over the Internet.
The Web servers for the Real Audio
streams are kept in the tech center.

Preparing for digital
The digital consoles were installed

in preparation for the ongoing up-
grade to a completely digital studio.
Only WENS and WNAP are fully

plete
Solution...

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.

as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

4

ATALIN
with modem and voice support

T

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

Circle (147) on Free Info Card
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running digital paths from the con-
sole out to the transmitter input at this
time. The system delay from console
input to an off -the -air receiver is not
significant, and operators are able to
monitor directly off the air. A few
announcers are aware of the slight
delay, but it is not significant enough
to be a problem for them.

Though only a limited amount of
digital audio is being routed through
the facility, the wire and cable used will
support the future changes.

This article focuses on the technical
side of the operation. but there is much
more in the building that also warrants

considerable attention, such as the
general office area, several atriums,
and the individual station reception
areas. The Emmis headquarters is more
than just showcase studios - the en-
tire facility is a showcase.

Thanks to Anita Gambill of Ratio Archi-
tects, Bob Hawkins, chief engineer of
WENS and WNAP, Jeff Dinsmore, chief
engineer of WIBC-AM, Network Indiana
and AgriAmerica, and Dave Hood, chief
engineer of WTLC-AM/FM and AudioVault
administrator for their help in preparing
this article.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (205) on Free Info Card

E ui ment lists
Air studios
PR&E Integrity ccnsoles
Panasonic SV-380e) and SV-3780 DATs
JBL 4412A monitas
Electro-Voice RE -17 r Shure 9017 mics
Shure SM7
AKG K141 -leadrones
Hafler P1000 anc P3000 power amps
Audiometrics CD- C CD playe-s
I ascam 122 MKII* cassette
Telos 1A2 telephone interface and

Delta 103 hybrids
AKG K141 headphones
360 Systems Instant Replav
360 Systems Shoe:at
Sony MiniDisc riorder/pktyer

Production
PR&E Integrity consoles
SADiE DAWs
JBL 4412A monitors
Auratone Soundcnx- mon tors
Marantz CD recorde- deck
Audiometrics CD -10 CD player
Electro-Voice RE -2f or Shure SM7 mics
Hafler P1000 and P3000 power amps

II

Tech center
AudioVault servers and

workstations
TFT and Sage EAS units
Intraplex TDM-160 T1 multiplexer
SAS 64000 256x256 stereo router
WireReady servers
Moseley 6010 and 606 STLs
Telos Zephyr and ZephyrExpress

ISDN codecs
Comrex Vector and Hotline POTS

codecs
Marti RPUs
CircuitWerkes TeleRadio
Belar modulation monitors
Dorrough audio test sets
Cisco hubs

News
Workstations
Electro-Voice RE -27 mic
AKG K141 headphones
SA.5 IFB and router controller
Tascam 122MKIII cassette

MiniDisc recorder/player
Telos 1A2 interface module
Symetrix-528E mic processor
Fostex 63018 powered monitors

3
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LISTEN.

'

VECTOR
POTS CODEC
1 5 KHZ TWO-WAY AUDIO

ON ONE STANDARD PHONE LINE.

BGS IS NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS.

BROADCASTERS GENERAL STORE
2480 S.E. 52nd Street, Ocala. Florida 34480-7500
Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax 352-629-7000 Email bgs@mercury.net
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FM
Antenna

Concepts
By John Battison, P.E.,

technical editor, RF

A further explanation of the operational
characteristics of FM

This is part eight of a nine -part series on broadcast antennas.

The inventor of our FM system,
Major Armstrong, used simple
dipole antennas in his original

experimental laboratory work. These
antennas bear little resemblance to the
FM antennas used today. As Arm-
strong's invention worked its way into
commercial use, antennas beca me more
complex with the need

for increased
power.

ryf

P/j
12:4

Figure 1. Ad-

ditional bays fo-
cus more of the radi-
ated signal to the horizon
and add gain to the system.

Today's FM antennas are based
on that same basic dipole but
differ widely in application and
shape. The building block is the
single dipole unit, or bay. Every
manufacturer has developed a
unique dipole design ranging
from simple, flat, horizontally
polarized, low -power models
to 12 -bay, circularly polarized
monsters with a modified helix
design and panel arrays.

Antenna gain
To increase antenna power gain,

more bays are added. Each additional
bay narrows the transmitted beam
vertically and increases the antenna's
horizontal radiation. In the absence of
tower -induced distortion, this radia-
tion will typically be omnidirectional.
It is easy to see how the compression
of the vertical beam increases the
horizontal power.

In horizontally polarized antennas
(HPOL), the power gain for a
single bay is a little less than 1.0.

Adding a second bay

1 increases it to almost 2.0. Con-
version to 50:50 circular polar-
ization(CPOL) distributes half
of the input power to horizontal
radiation and the other half to
vertical radiation.

Because half of the power is
radiated in each polarization,
the loss of power in each plane
must be recovered in one of
two ways. Either twice the input
power from a larger transmitter
is required to obtain the same
coverage originally used or dou-
bling the number of antenna

bays, for example, from three HPOL
bays to six CPOL bays, is necessary.

There is considerable argument
among engineers concerning the pros
and cons of high -gain antennas with
lower -power transmitters versus low -
gain antennas and higher -power trans-
mitters. The pros say that the narrow
antenna beam tends to pass over the
receivers closer to the transmitter and
perhaps illuminates distant areas
where there are no listeners. The
cons maintain that, by virtue of the
lower -gain antenna's broader verti-
cal beam, close -in listeners will be
properly served. It seems that, out to
about four miles or so, signal strength
is better. Past this point, however,
there is usually no difference. Prob-
ably the best method of determining
which way to go is to balance the
initial costs of a high -gain antenna
and perhaps a stronger tower against
the long-term cost of electric power.

As public concern about the possi-
ble danger posed by non -ionizing
radiation has grown, attention has
increasingly been paid to end and
downward radiation. In general, 180
to 225 vertical degree spacing be-
tween antenna bays controls down-
ward radiation. Half -wave spacing (180
degrees) seems to be most effective.
As the spacing is increased toward a
full -wavelength antenna, gain tends
to diminish as null fill changes.
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Renaissance
In Buoaocast
The Ape of Enlightenment

Ultra Tracker 11

 High Gain Version
of Ultra Tracker

Single -Lobe

Antenna System.

 Power Ratings From
3 to 60 kw With Inputs

From 1-5/8" To 6-1/8"
EIA Flange.

Double Dipole -
 High Gain Linear

Polarization.

 Broadband with
Single Input.

 Custom Directional
Patterns Available To

Meet The Most

Demanding Protection

Requirements.

Ultra Tracker

Single -Lobe Elevation

Means Audibly Less

Multipath.

 Dramatically Reduces
Downward RadiaWon:

Fiberglass "Clamshell" \,

Design Radomls
Available.

ANTENNA CONCEPTS INC.
6M11(, Merrhandme Way  Ihamt.1 InK,

(5301621-2015  Fax:153(11622- 42 74
detail galmAtantennaconrepts row  www.anlenna<ork epli.rom

ANTENNAS
With FM's rise in popularity, HPOL antennas were often

mounted on poles on the top or side of existing AM
radiators and fed via quarter -wave isolating stubs,

isocouplers or isolating transformers. The
additional tower

height pro-
duced by the
addition of a
vertically
mounted FM
antenna in-
creased the
AM radiation

and could result in interference, requiring a mod-
ification of the AM license. To save this re -
engineering cost, FM antennas were often

side -mounted on AM transmitters.

Y.

-4- Figure 2. Electrical beam tilt
can be used to direct the signal at
a population center.

of line losses,
necessary to take
into account. As the radiated signal's vertical
beam -width narrowed, areas near the trans-
mitter lost service, and more of the radiated
signal was wasted in the upper air. There-
fore, the beam has to be tilted either electri-
cally or mechanically to return the signal to
its proper place.

Mechanical tilting is comparatively easy.
The antenna can be mounted at slightly less
than 90 degrees to the horizontal plane so
that the tilted beam illuminates the desired
area. However, 180 degrees in the opposite
direction from the now -served area, the
signal is pointed toward the sky, thus less
signal serves the listeners on the ground on
that side. For this reason, mechanical tilting
only works in unusual cases.

If a station is on the edge of a lake or
seashore where signal on the backside is not

needed, tilting the antenna works well. However, if the
signal needs to be "bent" downward all around the
transmitter, the electrical method must be used. Associated
with beam tilt is null fill, which is often required because
vertical nulls develop as additional bays are added.

About half a degree of beam tilt is usually sufficient to
take care of overshoot. This amount of beam tilt is easily
produced by advancing the current phase in the upper
bays and delaying it in the lower bays. During design
stages, the antenna engineer determines the required
degree of phase control.

When deciding on a new antenna, examining the
vertical and horizontal pattern is essential. Determine

Tilt and fill
As FM antennas rose higher and

antenna power
gain in-
creased to
take care
it became

beam -tilt

Circle (149) on Free Info Card
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Finally...
A Portable MiniDisc Recorder As
Professional
As ling
Are.

FEATURES
INCLUDE:
Flexible Recording System
 Recording Modes: Mono, Dual Mono (L = 0dB R = -15dB),

Stereo, Combined Stereo (L+R on 1 track)
 Record Level Settings: Manual, Manual with Limiter, and Automatic
 One Touch Recording with Separate Record -Pause Button
 Automated Level Sync Recording (LSR) System with Programmable Parameters
 Two Position Ambient Noise Cancel (ANC) Filter: High Pass, Band Pass
 Control of SCMS: On, Off
 Time/Date Stamp

Vital Security Features
 Pre-UTOC Writing at Track Start to Secure Recordings in Case of Power Loss
 40 second (20 sec. 2 -Track) Audio Buffer for Shock Resistance
 Pre -Record Audio Cache (up to 2 sec.) to Protect Against Missed Starts
 Low Battery Alarm

MiniDisc Standards
 Supports Recording and Playback in 1 -Track

Mono (148min) or 2 -Track Stereo (74min)
 Complete Onboard Editing System

Full Text Display and Editing

Full Compliment of Professional I/Os
 Stereo XLR Mic/Line Inputs with 48V Phantom Power

Ultra -Quiet Mic Pre -Amps with Variable Attenjator: OdB, -15dB. -30dB
 Stereo RCA Analog Line Outputs
 RCA Digital Input (SPDIF) with Sample Rate Converter
 XLR Digital Output (SPDIF)
 Headphone Jack with Level Control

Built -In Microphone & Speaker

SUPERSCOPE. WWW.SUPERSCOPE-MARANTZPRO.COM

(7:4 ..*,-: -,, -. .-

2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, Florida 34480-7500

Tel: 1-352-622-7700
Fax: 1-352-629-7000

Circle (150) on Free Info Card
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ANTENNAS
where nulls will fall, and have the manufacturer modify
the antenna to take care of the problem. Many times,
when a new antenna is installed, poorer reception results
in some important areas because the vertical pattern was
not checked.

Going directional
Directional FM antenna development and design are

quite different from that for AM. The former has stemmed

JUMP FOR JOY!

ti

Now you can own a high performance
solid-state AM transmitter

for a lot less!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
Total RF Systems Solutions

4835 North Street, Marcellus, NY 13108
Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972

e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

from the experiences of broadcasters. The first FM
stations probably put their antennas on a tower or on top
of a building, let the signal flow and awaited the results.
It appears that not a great deal of thought was given to
the effect of the antenna support until about 20 years
ago. Early FM broadcasters knew that side -mounting
sometimes provided good general coverage with a few
areas of spotty or poor reception. When circular polar-
ization became popular, broadcasters began to pay
attention to the
polar plots of
vertical and hor-
izontal radiation.
Vertical and an-
tenna plots were
examined, and
the often tremen-
dous differences
between the
strongest signal
in each polariza-
tion on the same
azimuth were
noticed.

Savvy engineers
took advantage of
the directional
effect of the tow-
er on an omnidirectional antenna. They were able to
produce an FCC -acceptable nondirectional signal in a
favorable direction through judicious antenna positioning.
As FM close -spacing developed, directional antennas
became a necessity. In FM, an antenna's planned directivity
is developed by taking the tower into account and adding
vertical and/or horizontal parasitic radiators to produce the
desired pattern. The exact number of parasitic rods
depends on the individual case.

Vertical tower sections have a strong effect on vertical
polarization (VPOL) when the antenna is side -mounted
and close -in. Similarly, horizontal sections can affect the
HPOL. After a directional FM antenna is designed by the
manufacturer, it is tested with either a full-scale model
on the actual tower section or a scaled -down VHF or
MW version.

Directional FM antennas are not usually proofed in the
same manner as AM directional antennas. Only in excep-
tional circumstances are field strength surveys made. Air-
craft, usually helicopters, are being used more frequently
because they can provide extremely good coverage infor-
mation. The consulting engineer either uses the antenna
plot supplied by the antenna manufacturer or a plot
modified to suit the engineer's requirements. If the
manufacturer can meet these specs, an application for
construction permit is filed.

After the CP is granted, the manufacturer designs, builds
and tests the directional FM antenna. The company then
ships the antenna, which is installed and put on the air.
The test results that the manufacturer supplied are filed

Parasitic elements can be added to an
antenna to give it directional qualities.
Photo courtesy of Shively Labs.

Circle (151) on Free Info Card
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On -Air Telephone Controller

Just One Look...
..is all it takes. Introducing the PROtalk 4. An on -air telephone system at just
the right size and price. Its unique, simple design is the basis for an ideal 4
line on -air solution.

The large, icon -based buttons are easy to read and make assessing the
status of your phone board a "one look" process. The buttons are backlit,
giving color highlight to the elegant work surface and ensuring accuracy at
a glance. Your on -air talent will dedicate their time and energy to the program,
not the equipment.

The PROtalk 4 delivers ease of use, robust work surface with rack -mount
hybrid technology and attractive introductory pricing. We're sure just "one
look" will make the PiROtalk 4 your next on -air phone system.

For more information,
or to purchase the
PiROtalk 4, visit our

website, or call
1-888-890-7424

Broadcast Telephone Systems
22 - 100 Kat Lake Road
Vernon, BC V1T 9G1
phone: 1-888-890-7424
fax: 1-250-260-2871

http://www.broadcast-telephones.comf
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ANTENNAS
with the application for license in the
same manner as an AM DA applica-
tion is filed.

Cable considerations
It is important to pressurize coaxial

cable; doing so will keep moisture
out. Moisture can cause corrosion of
the internal bullets that connect the
center -line sections and can lead to
arcing and the development of hot
spots in the cable.

Skin effect can also take a toll on air
dielectric cable that has developed a
dirty, oxidized coating. VHF -FM ex-
periences skin -effect conditions of trav-
el along the surface of, rather than
through, the copper center conduc-
tor. It has been estimated that as much
as 40 percent of the signal can be lost
in upper -band, UHF -TV frequencies
from old, dirty, oxidized, unpressur-
ized line. Even at lower -frequency
FM, the skin effect can be noticeable.

Apart from preventing downtime
caused by coaxial line damage, it is
important to remember that unpres-
surized air dielectric line could ac-
count for unexplainable drops in
coverage or signal strength.

Deicing
An important consideration for the

FM engineer is deicing. Deicing can
be accomplished by means of heat-
ing the elements or by using a plastic
radome. The radome prevents ice
from collecting on radiators and pro-
ducing an increased VSWR that is
often sufficient to knock a transmitter
off the air and cause line damage.

Antenna heaters are expensive to
install and run. In some FM antennas,

the radiating element itself is used as
a heat radiator. The heating current
actually runs through it and thus
heats it. Other antennas have a heater
element inside the radiators.

signal and no expense for heating.
Unfortunately, wind loading increas-
es, which has to be considered when
planning the installation.

Metal auv wires should be kept clear of FM
antennas so as to not interfere with their
radiation.

In most cases, it seems that radomes
provide the best answer. There is no
initial installation expense or con-
tinuing expense for power. If the
proper material is used for the ra-
dome and it is sufficiently far from the
radiator so that ice buildup cannot
change the VSWR, there is no loss of

Innovative solutions...

Con/Air Switcher

AIN 1111111111116

Your new digital transmitting equipment
sounds great! There's no arguing about that.
But your jocks can't stand the delay they hear
in the monitor when they go live. And let's
face it, you're getting pretty tired of hearing the
complaints. The CAS -1 Con/Air Switcher can
solve both of these problems.

Got digital gear? You need a Con/Air Switcher

4 Sine Systems ,
015 228  3500 (vox)
615  227  2367 (fax)
615  227  2393 (f.o.d)
www.sinesystems.com

Broadband antennas
FM antenna design has pro-

gressed from simple dipoles to
today's highly efficient broad-
band antennas. We have seen
the development of triangular
loops, square loops, simple
rings, ring antennas with ca-
pacity plates on the ends of the
elements, various shapes of
twisted and skewed antennas,
helix, cylindrical and the in-
creasingly popular panel -type
antennas.

Depending on the tower shape
and size, the panel antenna
closely approximates a circular
pattern. It also lends itself well
to the multiplexing of several
transmitters into a single anten-
na and provides good direc-
tional antenna control.

When using guyed towers for
FM antenna support, ensuring
that metallic guys do not pass in
front of the antenna aperture is
crucial. Any metallic objects
close to the radiator will pro-
duce gross pattern distortion
and many operating problems.

If guys have to pass in front of the
antenna because of antenna mount-
ing requirements, Phillystran or
another type of nonmetallic guy must
be used. It can be expensive in
terms of insulators and labor to break
up metal guys into the extremely
short sections that will not affect the
radiated signal.

This is the eigth in a series of nine articles
on basic broadcast antennas. Upcoming
installments will appear monthly in BE
Radio throughout 1999. Once all the in-
stallments have been published, the se-
ries will be available for purchase as a
single document. For more information
regarding bulk orders of this series in
quantities of 500 or more, contact Jenny
Eisele at 913-967-1966.

E-mail John at: batcom bright. net.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Circle (206) on Free Info Card
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Announcing the

?)AiMa Lim

Another Breakthrough Codec from MUSICAM USA!

EPIC 111PE6t2 118111-1z

10:06 12815 JS

Alerniffimil."1111111.1.1111111

L I eeeeeeeee LOT

MAY a
MOM

MOM

The Prima LT is the newest addition to our line of superb digital audio codecs.it is stereo,
bi-directional, and comes with MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2, MPEG Layer 3 and

G.722 algorithms for maximum compatibility. Prima IT accepts one digital interface
module for direct connections to ISI)N, V.35, X.21 or RS422.

Highest Audio Quality
A 24 -bit NI) and D/A Converters

A MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2

A Dynamic Range better than 92 dB

A Ultra low distortion at less than 0.01%

A Data rates to 384 kb/s

A AES/EBU/SPDIF optional

Easiest to Use

A "One Touch' auto dialing

A Simple, intuitive menu navigation

A Connects to any MPEG or G:722 codec

A Software upgrades via Internet

A Removable rack mounts for desktop
operation

1111111111111

Unmatched value at $3,495 ISDN Ready.
Call now for more details.

670 North Beers Street Bldg. 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
Tel.: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1818

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc

Circle (141) on Free Info Card
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Don't wait two weeks
for your radio news!

Check out the latest
news and business

developments everyday

www.beradio.com
the online arm

of radio's leading
technology magazine.
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Also online:
Studio Spotlight, Tech Tips, Article Archives, Field Reports

For Online Product "icetrmation
For you, the Internet is a tool, not a toy. You don't have time to fill out
cards, send it out via snail mail and then wait and wait and wait. But
what else can you do?

Now get your inquiries answered faster with BE Radio's NEW online
reader service "cards." Your request is automatically e -mailed to the
companies who have the product, or you can link directly to Web sites
for the service information you need.

o www.beradio.com
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www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: Things to find on the www.contelec.com
Well site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory Marketing
& Sales personnel contact data; E -Slide - FREE engineering software;
Product Line Descriptions and Specifications; Links from Broadcast
Supply Division to vendor Web sites.
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www.beradio.com/studio.cfm
The Studio Spotlight: BE Radio brings you into some of the
newest radio on air and production facilities in the country.
This website feature shows you the studios and tells you what
was done to make it the showcase facility that it is. All the
previous installments are available in the Spotlight Index.
Show the world what your facility looks like. If you would like
your studio featured in the Studio Spotlight, send a message to
beradio@intertec.com and tell us about your facility.

E9014111P.02117

www.beradio.com
BE Radio magazine: BE Radio gives radio station managers and
engineers the information they need to make critical equipment
purchase decisions. The magazine is published 10 times a year
and distributed to over 14,000 qualified subscribers in North
America. Look online for the Studio Spotlight - an exclusive
Website feature showcasing some of the newest radio facilities
in North America.

OMT Technologies In,
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www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies pro-
vides radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for
live assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions start-
ing as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products, and find out how our clients sound better and save
money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support.

im-1111\IW

E (Limn I NC 7'
4111~this .vras.cr

Sire-,.!fthe-art products en Ilse 1,e
of audio connector

ENTER

www.neutrikus3.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: I hr NLU I KIK USA, Inc. website features
direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors,
Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and our
parent company's website for on-Fne access to spec drawings
through WHIP files. Viewing includes a What's New section for
new product introductions and a Trade Show section so that you
can come see our products in person!

www.dataworld.com
Dataworld: Dataword is an industry -leading information
services company founded in 1971. Twenty-eight years of
software development and data processing experience allows
Dataworld to set trends in information services and solutions.
Click on Dataworld's home page for exciting information on
our Flag Service, the production of DataXpert and our new line
of digital television services.
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Portable recorder
Sonifex
44 Courier ISDN: Version 2.5 soft-
ware for brings the unit up to the
level of a portable ISDN codec to
provide live audio as well as pow-
erful recording and cut -and -paste
editing features. Uses MPEG Layer
Il compression to send mono 11kHz
bandwidth audio using an ISDN
line. Compatible with Telos, CCS,

Dialog 4 and Prodys codec equipment. Uses a PCMCIA hard disk or card as its
recording media to record MPEG, BWF or .WAV audio data files. Has scrub -
wheel graphical editing facilities and built-in communications software. The
PCMCIA card can be slotted into a PC for instant editing. Compatibility with
Enco DADPro32 and Apple AIFF systems has been announced.

+44 1933 650700; fax +44(0)1933 650726;
www.son if ex .com. u k

Circle (256) on F-ee Info Card

Broadcast Receiver
Crown Broadcast
Professional Single/Dual Broad-
cast Receiver: Performs off -air mon-
itoring, logging, automation control
and calibration as well as providing an
MPX signal for translators. I Ias a fre-
quency range of 87.5MHz to 108MHz
and is designed for multiple uses. S/N
of better than 75dB and total harmon-
ic distortion of less than 0.2 percent.
Balanced audio outputs (0db to 8db
left and right) on XLR connectors
minimize noise and hum. Stereo sep-
aration is greater than 65dB and adja-
cent -channel rejection is greater than
40dB. Carrier and audio alarm relay
contacts allow the unit to be used as
an off -air automated monitoring sys-
tem for switching ancillary equipment
due to loss of audio or carrier signals.

800-2944050; fax 219-294-8222;
www.crownbroadcast.com

Circle (254) on Free Info Card
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Digital audio software
Prophet Systems
CD/Extractor. The program allows
you to record a 3 1/2min CD track in
30sec with no distortion. Built-in lev-
elers and tones assure maintenance
of the song's integrity. Available as a
stand-alone product or as an integrat-
ed component to run on a dedicated
NexGen Digital Broadcast system.
Capable of importing multiple CD
tracks while passing data to NexGen
I)igital. Can automatically gather In-
ternet information on the album or
song. Uses .WAV and compression
technology.

800-658-4403: fax 308-284-4181;
www.prophetsys.com

Circle (257) on Free Info Card

Hot button cartwall
MediaTouch Systems

QuicPix: Cuts can be played
one at a time or loaded in the
seven -event cut player. Touch
the button you want to start and
touch it again to stop the cut.
Touch fade fades out all playing
items. Talent can drag and drop
segue makers and reposition
cuts on the cut player. Twenty -

buttons in radio mode; 40 in sports mode. Up to four overlapping
audio streams for beds and effects (two audio cards equals four audio play).
Touchscreen or mouse compatible. Sorts by cut ID, title, artist, length and
intro time or category. Color -coding alerts talent that a cut has been aired
recently.

888-665-0501; fax 204-783-5805;
www.omt.nethnedia.html

Circle (252) on F-ee Info Card

New active "Hub" components
Radio Systems
StudioHub components: The first is a 2x 12 out distribution amplifier and
the second is a mixer amp for automation systems. These active components
are powered by the StudioHub integral DC -Link system.

Digital on -air processor
Circuit Research Labs
Millenium: One -hundred percent digital signal pro-
cessing. 32 -bit floating-point processing array. Analog
and digital interface standard. Multiple dimensional/
parallel architecture. Maintains the familiar look of a
graphical user interface. Two RS232 serial ports for
complete PC and modem connectivity. Remote -con-
trolled operation via CRL Systems remote -control soft-
ware. Includes fast standard menus and comprehensive
Power User Menus.

800-535-7648: fax 602-438-8227;
www.crlsystems.com

Circle (251) on Free Info Card

609-467-8000: fax 309-467-3044;
www.radiosystems.com

Circle (262) on Free Info Card

The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Conne:ting Jacor Coast to Coast
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SHOWCASE. Z NETW
5 STATIONS. 25 STU

I USERS.
it EMMIS,

t Adds Up to

MMIS Communications' $25 million
eadquarters in Indianapolis did the
ath and built the most notable radio

nstallation in the U.S. with AudioVAULT
Is its digital audio delivery system.

by AudioVAULT? Just Listen to
Thief Engineer, Dave Hood...

"I made a career decision to go with
udioVAULT. This system had everything
was looking for - scalable, flexible, user
iendly, reliable and is backed by the

'rest service from Broadcast Electronics."

I o the math yourself. From single
tation operations to mega-opolies,
here's an AudioVAULT system
ustomized to your needs. Get a

lock on today's digital studio ...
lock on to AudioVAULT.

Thanks, EMMIS, for
utting your trust in
roadcast Electronics

and AudioVAULT.

1110111

www.bdcastaim
Or (8881 232-3268

r

KS.
105.

Visually Impaired DJ Rocks On.
When EMMIS Communications chose
AudioVAULT, DJ Bernie Eagan didn't
want to be left behind. Bernie is blind
and one of EMMIS's best on -air talents.
To accommodate, BE installed a special
Braille console, free. The interface with
AudioVAULT was seamless and Bernie
keeps rockin' on.

Solutions for

Tomorrow's RadioCircle (142) on Free Info Card
BER 1099 ©1999 Broadcast Electronics. Inc BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.



New Products
M/S and stereo pre -amp
AETA Audio Corp
PSP 3: An M/S codec that converts
consumer portable recorder into a
professional level input device.
Weighs less than 1.4 lbs. Mounts to
your belt or attaches directly to your
portable recorder. Adjustable M/S
sound field. Master level and bal-
anced controls. Adjustable mic sensi-
tivity. XLR balanced I/Os. Phantom
power (48V or 12V). Battery and
external DC power.

973-659-0555; fax 973-659-9555;
www.aetause.com

Circle (259) on Free Info Card

Solid-state AM transmitter
Armstrong Transmitter
AM 10005: Capable of 150 -percent
positive modulation. Designed to
accept the digital IBOC signal. Three
power levels. Totally remote control-
lable. Four 300W RF modules for
extra reliability and headroom. Two
independent high efficiency switch-
ing power supplies for redundancy.

315-673-1269: fax 315-673-9972:
www.armstrongtx.xom

Circle (258) on Free Info Card

Digital audio codec
Musicam USA
VPrima LT: Sports many of the features users value in the CD Prima 120 codec.
This fully bidirectional codec accepts one ISDN, V.35 or X.21/RS422 interface

module. Comes
with 24 -bit A/D
and D/A convert-
ers and provides
Musicam-en-

pima       MI Oh
Oa Oh
SD 111111

7 1'

'lanced MPEG layer II, MPEG Layer III and ( ;.-22 coding. Front panel includes
a large LCD display, large -dial keypad and a simplified menu tree. Comes with
a speed directory capable of storing more than 250 addresses.

732-739-5800; fax 732-739-1818;
www.musicamusa.com

Circle (250) on Free Info Card

Digital audio cable
Gcpco International
pp. 552604GFC: The
latest addition to the
5526GFC digital au-
dio multipair series. Designee for transmission of 110 -ohm AES/EBLI digital
audio. Features 26 -gauge conductors insulated with a precision, low -loss
dielectric, and shielded by 100 -percent foil Mylar (with drain wire). Integrates
a nonconductive polyethylene rod that is twisted together with the insulated
conductors. Construction provides structural support and maintains the
characteristic 110 -ohm impedance of the pairs.

800-966-0069: fax 847-795-8770;
www.gepco.com

Circle (260) on Free Info Card
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Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters FM Antennas
; F High Performance Solid State Exciter

Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1,000 watt $5,990.00
2,500 watt $11.990.00
5.00 watt $18,990.00
10,000 watt $24,990.00
15,000 watt $34,990.00
20,000 watt $37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt $2,800.00 2.000 watt $12,900.00
300 watt $3,50000 3,000 watt $19,990.00
1.000 watt $7.990 00 5.000 watt $29.990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt $995.00
300 watt $1.790.00
500 watt $2,990.00

All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20,000 watts per bay

As low as $395.00 per bay

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FM STL
Both Transmitter

and Receiver
$3,500.00

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326 Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958

Circle (143) on Free Info Card
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions

Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM 8 TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (159) on Free Info Card

TRANSCOM CORP.
Servin. the Broadcast Indust Since 1978

FOR INFORMATION & HE LAI.EST PRICES,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE-www.trcorp.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@trcorp.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

100 W 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W 1985 Harris FM 100K

a
E-1

z
E4

d, az
g

FM
FM

2.5 KW FM 1974
2.5 KW FM 1984
2.5 KW FM 1976
3 KW FM 1975
3.5 KW FM 1986

5 KW FM 1988
5 KW FM 1983
5 KW FM 1980
5 KW FM 1982
5 KW FM 1967

10 KW FM 1967
10 KW FM 1962

Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
Collins 831 D
CSI FM 3000E
Harris 3.5K

Harris FM 5K1
Harris FM 5K
Harris FM 5K
Continental 8 1 6R I
Collins 830E

Collins 830F1
RCA BTF IOD

25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K

I KW
5 KW
10 KW

50 KW
50 KW
50 KW

AM
AM
AM

AM
AM
AM

1979
1980
1982

1978
1982
1981

Harris MW IA
CSI T -5-A
Harris MW 10A
Continental 3I7C-1
Harris MW -50B
Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454.215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361
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"4',-44 Sound Experience
Sound Partners

Dielec:ric Communications has installed 3/4 of all the Digital

antennas in the USA. As a radio broadcaster, you're planning

that 21st century digita transition for your audiences also.
Let's wor< together to develop a system with clearer sigrals
now and digital capabilities later. From digital ready combiner
systems, transmission lines, and antennas, to complete
engineered RF systems. Dielectric is your FM resource today
and DAB partner tomorrow.

Dielectric Communications  22 Tower Road  Raymond, Maine 04071
1-800-34'-9678  Email: d;sales@dielectric.com  www.dielectric.com

Dielectric
CO MJNICATIONS
Ergineenng Excellence Since 1942
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Uffli I your single source for:

1--M Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price

4U1111 ECTROSICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000
ERI, ShirX series FM Antenna

and A. Mounting System

Circle (160) on Free Info Card

Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

14111Pml
8X2D

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.
2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1

Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1 /BNC

Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video. or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs. or
vice -versa.

IMI
SS 2.1/TERM

Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools
72 BE Radio October 1999
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Up to 18 Modules

PACEMAKER
bY ALUVIT TIM\

O

If litU, Ki* IL* NO
r14:

aa

TWO CABINET SIZES
Model PM218 Model PM228

Up to 28 Modules

SHOWCASING THE FOLLOWING
 New Modern Styling and Color with Wood End Bells
 EXCLUSIVE BI -MODULAR CONCEPT
 All DC control - easy replacement of front panel modules with nu clicks or pops
 Same AIMIGIGIAti dependable screw -type plug-in connectors
 Easy installation with convenient changes post -installation
 INCREDIBLE NUMBER OF INPUTS ! !

PM228 - up to 56 stereo inputs, PM 218 up to 40 stereo inputs
 Start with as few modules as needed - expand later!
 Uses similar switches and the same Penny & Giles pots as original Pacemaker
 No incandescent lamps on switches - ALL LED ILLUMINATION!
 New State Of The Art external power supply!
 Self -resetting "Poly -Fuses" protect individLal circuit boards
 AlITOGIELR Autoclock standard in all units!
 Lighted meters ! ! 6 on PM228, 4 on PM218!
 Built-in Cue Speaker

BUILT WITHIN THE MO GI= TRADITION OF VALUE & QUALITY

972-424-8585
FAX 972-423-6334

800-327-69.:1

Wm)
CORPORATION

email: info@autogramcorp.coin  www.autogramcorp coin

1500 Capital Ave.
Plano, Texas
7f074
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

477:7177:727777..

Get upto 12 couplers in a neat, compact chasis

> Auto answer & disconnect.
> 2audio busses for mass feeds.

> Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/O.

> The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds. etc.

> Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.

> Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.

v Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.

> LED indicators for ring,
clipping, power & online.

> Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals.

fInn m n m
Cw

UULI,L1 LJUU

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for about S200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville. Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http:/iwww.circuitwerkes.com

Circle (162) on Free Info Card

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

FMR Series

Circular polarization

Series fed element

Internal feed

Brass/Copper

construction

Excellent

bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540  FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net

Circle (163) on Free Info Card

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

111

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote

signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are

transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage

25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: N %% w.go r m a n -red I i li.co in E-mail: i a gorman-reillich.com

.Ilso available: )veather radios, antennas for weather radios. rental controlled synthesized

1:11 digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cable% /or interconnection, Character generators.

74 BE Radio October 1999
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EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Time Warranty

Model Bays Power Gain Price
MP -1 1 600W -3.3 $250
MP -2 2 800W 0 $680
MP -3 3 800W 1.4 $980
MP -4 4 800W 3.3 $1,280
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270

6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model
GP -1

GP -2

GP -3

GP -4
GP -5
?13-6

Bays
1

2

3
4

5

6

Power
2,000W -3.1
4,000W 0
6,000W 1.5
6,000W 3.4
6,000W 4.3
6,000W 5.5

Gain Price
$350
$1,350
$1,900
$2,600
$3,150
$3,700

/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model
SGP-1
SGP-2
SGP-3
SGP-4
SGP-5
SGP-6

Bays
1

2

3

4
5

6

The an ten -la gain Yet
please. make the

OMB annfartures:
FM transmitte
TV transmitter
FM and TV Li
TV antennas
Medium power

unnt.ctof

Power Gain
4.000W -3.3
8,000W 0
10,000W 1.4
10,000W 3.3
10,000W 4.1
10,000W 5.2

freque
de the eci

Price
$690
$2.690
$3,595
S4.500
55.300
S6,100

rs up
atio

I

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



ENGINEER'S BEST FRIEND!
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 Eliminate flanging (hollow room) effect
 Eliminate bad room acoustics
 Hold absolute levels
 Correct voice symmetry
 Front panel input level select

+4 to -50 dB
 Three section variable boost

and cut equalization
 Compander/Expander cross

coupled for maximum punch
 Built-in earphone jack

AlRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

 DE-ESSER designed to protect
pre -emphasis curves

 Simultaneous mic level and line level ouptuts
 Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

AIR corp. Call your dealer...
or call 972-304-0455 FAX: 972-3(14-0550

Circle (157) on Free Info Card

trartountry
.1k -BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

1.engle-Rict I Aer 3-1) lerrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.
Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datebases...and more'

oft
INCEMIHRIFIMBIBIN9
broad...ISI Conimun. ai . Sorts%
and Lnginetnine,

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com
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THE ANTENNA IS DIE
THE PRICE IS 111410111
WHAT MORE COULD Air\

YOU ASK FOR?

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered fifigalo The
Call Now!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Prairie du Chien, W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Internet designhomes com/dhsat html corn

The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

nommir

endless combinations ...
precision quality ...
attractive design ...

and on SALE!!!!

Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave. Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 970-6634123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: afs(4mail.omn.com Website: www.omn.com'afs
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We've got you covered
Crown Broadcast transmitters are designed and
carefully engineered to the same reliable high
performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.

Enjoy on -air confidence with compact stand-alone
transmitter designs that integrate audio process-
ing. stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with a three-year warranty
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help!

fr

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International. 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast(Ocrownind.com

www.crownbroadcast.com

Crown Broadcast...
making a world of difference

111111111111111111111111111WIIIIIIHMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIA10 ill11111111111H11111111111111111111111111 .. 1111111111111111111
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STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP

Statement of Ownership, Management and Circulation (Act of
Aug. 12, 1970; Section 3685, Title 39, United States Code).

1. Publication title: BE Radio.
2. Publication number: 1081-3357.
3. Filing date: 9/27/99.
4. Issue frequency: Monthly except bi-monthly in May/June and
Nov/Dec.
5. Number of issues published annually: 10.
6. Annual subscription price: Free to qualified.
7. Mailing address of office of publication (street, city, county,
state, zip code): Intertec Publishing Corporation, 9800 Metcalf ,
Overland Park, KS, 66212-2215, Johnson County.
8. Mailing address of the headquarters of general business office
of publisher: Intertec Publishing Corporation, 9800 Metcalf, Over-
land Park, KS 66215-2215, Johnson County.
9. Names and mailing address of publisher, editor and managing
editor. Publisher: Dennis Triola, 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park, KS
66215-2215. Editor: Chriss Scherer, 9800 Metcalf, Overland Park,
KS 66215-2215. Managing Editor: Tom Cook, 9800 Metcalf, Over-
land Park, KS 66215-2215.
10. Owner (If owned by a corporation, the name and address of
the corporation must be stated followed by the names and ad-
dresses of all stockholders owning or holding 1% or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the name and
address of the individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm, its name and address,
as well as those of each individual owner must be given. If the
publication is published by a non-profit organization, its name
and address must be stated: PRIMEDIA Inc., 745 Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10151.
11. Known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders
owning or holding 1% or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities (if there are none, so state): None.
12. Tax status: Has not changed during preceding 12 months.
13. Publication title: BE Radio.
14. Issue date for circulation data below: September 1999.

Extent and nature of circulation:
Average No. of copies Actual No. of copies
each issue during of single issue
preceding 12 months published nearest

to filing date
A. Total No. of copies printed (net press run)
15,280 16,630
B. Paid and/or requested circulation
1. Paid/Requested Outside -County Mail Subscriptions stated on
form 3541 (include advertiser's proof and exchange copies)
12,920 14,034
2. Paid in -County Subscriptions (include advertiser's proof and
exchange copies)
O 0
3. Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors and
counter sales, and other Non-USPS Paid Distribution
O 0
4. Other classes mailed through the USPS
C. Total paid and/or requested circulation
12,920 14,034
D. Free distribution by mail (samples, complimentary
and other free)
1018 953
1. Outside -county as stated on form 3541
1018 1018
2. 1n -county as stated on form 3541
O 0
3. Other classes mailed through the USPS
O 0
E. Free distribution outside the mail (carrier or other means)
480 500
F. Total free distribution (sum of D and E)
1,498 1,453
G. Total distribution (sum of C and F)
14,418 '15,487
H. Copies not distributed
862 843
I. Total (sum of G, H)
15,280 16,330
Percent paid and/or requested circulation (C/Gx100)
89.6% 90.6%
I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and com-
plete. I understand that anyone who furnishes false or misleading
information on this form or who omits material or information re-
quested on the form may be subject to criminal sanctions (including
fines and imprisonment) and/or civil sanctions (including multiple
damages and civil penalties).
Dennis Triola,
Publisher

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

D.L. MARKLEY
8 Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25,
Available in loose-leaf print
disk, and CD-ROM.

26,
73,

27,
74,

Call 800-255-8131. 79, 101

For Sale

VIF
IDLERS

HOLD DOWN KNOBS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

JOHN II. BAI'llSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

I
AppiedWkeless
Karin McNamara
Presitisat & CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
providing options.

PO Box 9:6
New Markel. MD 21774

1111.: 301 865 1011
tax.: 301 865 4422
email: kevnuncaappliedvoreless corn

WAN/ appliedwireless corn

Services

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

1 ,4,4A.4AA. and 1,t14110641,A1

 1,ekturnAA Scuttle, And loordmitu A,
AM-im cntv ITIS 11,1V

 LW. tot FCC and I unrc.in OIL IeV
I 111.44 e y com 1-800-797-1338 Fan (612)785-4631

lie, y, ti Nt. Marne, NM 55419 (612)78,11 IS Member ARC!

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL,

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

1006

BELTLINE

SUITE 160

DALLAS

TEXAS

75001

972,661 5222

FAX

912'9343935

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
1-800-896-9939

HELP WANTED

Chief Engineer/WFAN
as RADIO'S SOKW NON -DA WFAN IN NY( SEEKS A HANDS-ON (1 FOP

MUST INCLUDE HIGH POWER RI, FAS, 12K, COMPUTERS. STUDIOS.

DIGITAL WORKSTATIONS, NEWSROOM SYSTEMS. BUILDING SYSTEMS.

NETWORK ORIGINATIONS, IC( RULES AND REGULATIONS. RESP FOR ALL

TECH OPER A MAINTEN SELF STARTER W/GOOD PEOPLE SKILLS IN A

UNION ENYIRON FAX RESUMES G.M. 118161.059 E 0 E
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Index
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Advanced Fumrture Systems 76 167 970-6634123

AETA Audio Corporation 2 101 9736E60655

Airwip 76 15 9723040455

AKG Acoustics 41 145 6153330499

AntennaCcreepts 54 149 530621-2015

Armstrong Transmitters % 151 315673-1269

Audio Broadcast Group 36 131 80459992E31

AutogramCorporaton 73 154 800327-6301

BayCountryBroadcast Equip. 76 193 410-3353136

Brradrast Electronics 11 109 217-224-960D

Broadcast Electronics 67 142 217-224-933D

BroadcastSoftware Int 10 1C8 888-BSI-USA1

BroadcastTechnology 46 136 719-336-3902

Broadcast Tools 72 161 363428-6099

CBSI-Custom BusinessSys. 81 1(2 800-547-3933

Circuit Research Labs 45 135 803535-7648

Circurtwerkes 74 162 352-335-6555

Coaxal Dynamics. Inc. 40 134 1300 -COAXIAL

ComputerConceptsCorp 53 148 913-541-0903

Comrex Corp. 51 146 804237-1776

Comrex Corp 7 106 803237-1776

Crown Broadcast 77 144 803294-8050

Cutting Edge 21 125 216-241-7225

D H Satellite 76 168 633-326-8406

Dielectric 71 153 207-655-4555

DPA MicsiTGI N.A. 34 127 519-745-1158

Electronic Associates 60 147 915-595-3103

E RI - Electronics Research Inc 72 18) 812-9256333

ESE 70 156 310322-2135

GentnerCommunicabons . 5 106 800-945-7733

Gorman Redlich Mfg Co 74 164 740393-3150

Hams Corp/Enco 3 104 8006220022

Hams Corp 26-21 115 8706220022

Hams Corp. 47 137 8036220022

Henry Engineering 2J 124 626355-3656

Industry Click 33 126 816-300-0323

Plc
Nunittr

Itmkr
%mix-
Nunkr

Adverti.er
Bodine

Innovative Devices Inc 57 131 250-260-2961

Inownics 48 133 930-7330552

IntertecPublehing 60 8042986606

h&c 9 107 333-45463X

JKAuda . 16 119 800-JKA-UDK)

Ketronic Labs Inc 20 123 423-8783141

Logtek 25 114 8313231-5870

Maycorn Automation Systams CO 152 +31 -481 -di //40

Medatoieh 12 110 204-785-3914

Musicam 59 141 732-733-9330

Nautel Electronics 19 122 932823 -LB

Necrnarn 17 121 9E0-434-5220

NPR Satellite Services 15 118 202-414-2E20

OMB America 75 155 336-477-0974

Orban . .. 33 132 510-227-2774

Pnme Image Inc 23 113 406-867-6519

Propagation Systems Inc. 74 163 814-472-5540

Satellte Export 31 116 803470-3510

Scott Studios 41 117 830-7266877

Shively Labs 70 199 337-647- /

Serra Automated Systems 37 13) 818-8406749

Silicon Valley Pwr Amplifier 40 133 408-986-970)

SineSystems 58 140 615-233-3500

Solid Electronics Labs 16 12) 610-M3-9449

StuderProlesseralAugo 35 133 411-870.7511

SupenorBroadcast Prod. 68 143 672-473-25//

Scverscope43GS 55 153 352-622-7703

S.W R Inc. . 33 129 933-762-7743

Transcom Corp. 70 1E6 800-441-8454

V -Soft Communications 76 166 319-285-8402

WheatstcreCorporalion 82 103 252-638-7000

Windows to the Web 65 913-967-1848

Wireready 14.22,66 112 8006334459

360Systems 13 111 818-991-0360

Sales Offices
NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL

si,, en hell

eiland Park, KS 66212-2215
kir/thane- (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-1900

Steven lintnee.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Brian Huber
/c1)///0)ffie 181X)) 890-99y:
191 II 967-1732
/riA 191 067-1735
I "'till Irianhuheriaintertec.com

REGIONAL MKTNG MGR
IS.111111,1,,

ue

I l'.1l Is, 66212-221'
Tetephone: (913) 967-1947
14(x.. (913) 967-1901
F-016 it anfla _hatirliSteritintenec .COM

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
Lori Christie
lilephotte (913) 967-1875
Fax (913) 967-1897

Jenny Eisele (Editorial Reprints)
Mc -phone (913) 967-1966
Fax (913) 967-1898
E-nraik jenny_eiseleeinterte:csom

BFge..44,
EDITORIAL

J01111 II. P E., technical hilitor. AF
Dana Minim Associate Editor

ART
.] I Knust. An Dirrclor

BUSINESS
Pub/isher

Racl.elle I Ilirtclor
Katy Lewis, AtItErtising thordinator
Mary Mitchell. Classified Adivrtising Coordinator
Shern COrporate Cirralation Director
1.1,111 ,.111q10.11 Itamiger

A00-441-0294

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Kt IIk \.11.k.ol.1 i \i lk I I, th011l10141.
Ruse. Berger, Itmarkaa Acoustics
lb maid I. Markley. P F... 'transmission Frei/tires
Jerry %%Inuit:A-, CPBE. Clartribunng Editor
Yasmin Ilashiiii. International Cormcpondent
Sitql Plunffindge, harper", Comvondent
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Last Byte

Boombox with a browser
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

It's time to get serious about multimedia broadcast-
ing. Radio isn't just audio anymore. That may
sound like heresy, but face it, if new media is to have

a breakthrough value, it will come in its integration of
content types. Old (i.e., analog) media was medium -
locked, meaning radio was an aural -only medium; TV was
aural and visual; and print was text and graphics.

Now the rules are changing, thanks to
digital technology. The bits -is -bits axiom
implies that anything you can digitize can be

transmitted in a dig
ital bitstream (in-
cluding multiple
media simultaneously), as long
as the receiver can recognize and
interpret what the transmitter is
sending. The limits are set only
by transmission bandwidth and
the penetration of standardized
content and delivery formats.

P. -

One way to deliver multimedia
is via a device that converges ;a
portable radio with a wireless

Web browser.

Delivery options
One way to deliver multime-

dia is via a device that converges a radio with a wireless
Web browser. This could work today, although it's not
an elegant solution (the user has to tune the radio and
enter the URL). One step better is the hyperlinked
website, in which the broadcast signal automatically
loads the URL into the browser (via RBDS, for example),
so the station's website is automatically called up on the
browser display when the station is tuned in. Neverthe-
less, wireless Internet connectivity is still fairly expen-
sive and rarified.

Most of the applications discussed above could be
accomplished without a return -channel, in a point-to-
multipoint, one-way wireless fashion. This implies that
the traditional radio broadcast model could survive, with
the addition of standardized multimedia content and
appropriate receivers. In this approach, the actual con-
tent displayed on the radio's "browser" would be deliv-
ered as auxiliary data over the air, either in real time or
in pre -cached form for later display.

The over -the -air delivery is far cheaper than wireless
Internet (essentially it is free, like radio), its bandwidth is
potentially more plentiful, and it intrinsically allows the
same portability and coverage that traditional radio
enjoys today. The content could be carried on today's
analog radio signals using high-speed subcarriers (again,

and beyond

something that's been under exploration for several years),
or on future DAB channels using part of the bitstream set
aside for auxiliary data. Although only a limited number of
websites would be available in this case, the selection of
this content would be under the station's control, so it
could sell access to this premium delivery space.

A key enabler (which has yet to be developed) is a
standardized con-
tent format, which
would provide an
analogous function to
that of HTML on the
World Wide Web.

Without the standardized LINC of HTML the Web would
never have achieved its massive popularity, and a similar
common content base is required for multimedia broad-
cast content to succeed. It makes sense to build this
format on a foundation of HTML, since substantial
content and design expertise in this area already exists.

Making it happen
For such non -aural content to become popular, it has to

look good on the display device. This implies that current
Web pages can't simply be sent to the multimedia radio's
screen. Rather, content must be customized for the
display. The interactive TV industry has learned this
lesson, finding that what displays nicely on a PC screen
doesn't necessarily work on, the TV (even though it's
essentially the same display device), because the two
systems are used and viewed differently. Radio has never
had a visual display tradition, so there are no established
norms or aesthetics. Before a successful multimedia
content style and standard can be developed, some
understanding of the display parameters will be required.

Easy -to -use content -creating tools will also be needed.
The computer workstation that is in increasing use by
radio producers today bodes well here. It won't be much
of a stretch to incorporate multimedia content -authoring
applications on the same platforms used today for audio -
only production. Yet unless these tools are quick and
user-friendly, the whole concept won't fly.

Of course, even if multimedia broadcasting becomes
wildly successful for radio stations, there will still be many
users who are listening to audio only. Always remember
the main product while developing new ancillary services.
For more on this topic, see next month's Next Wave
column; we'll look at CEMA's proposal for a Mobile
Multimedia Broadcast Service (MMBS).
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INZ"Itwas simple
enough for even my
most computer -phobic
jocks to understand."

-Troy Richards at KCCS

KCCS had challenges to overcome. With their mixture of talk

anj music, they needed a digital audio delivery system that
wculdn't be high maintenance. Something easy for their air

talent to handle. And it had to serve up a professional sound

in everything from their voice tracks to satellite material.

After looking at the available options, Operations Manager

Troy Richards chose Digital Universe.

"Digital Universe has been a wonderful addition

to KCCS and has resolved many, if not all, of the

conflicts we have faced in the past."

KCCS salespeople are auditioning

spots for clients right from their
desktop workstations. Production

staff are using sound files more

'lexibly than ever, with the univer-
;al format of uncompressed audio.

"I want to personally thank you for making

my life easier and for building us a system that

brings us peace of mind. Thank you also for your

excellent customer service. That was your

greatest selling point."

Easy to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the
long haul - what can CBSI's Digital Universe do for your

station? Call us today to find out more about how
broadcasters around the country are stepping into the

future with Digital Universe.
Circle (102) on Free Info Card



AND A WORD TO THEIR CUSTOMERS
WE KNOW loyalty is a good

thing, but the broadcast in-
dustry has changed drama-

tically in recent years, with
some winners and some losers.

If you haven't looked at Wheatstone lately, it's time
you checked out our new product line. Wheatstone
has grown with the industry: in the last 3 years alone
we've developed 5 digital and 9 analog consoles, plus
a digital AES router that can integrate smoothly with
our consoles and your automation system. We've con-
structed a brand new high-tech manufacturing facility

in New Bern, North Carolina, taking full advantage of
the latest robotics and laser fabricating machinery.

All this self -funded -25 years of continual growth.
profitable every single year: a responsibly managed
company with a long term view.

Isn't it time to re -assess your suppliers?
SO...While our competition has been busy cash-

ing in their chips, Wheatstone's been getting bigger
and better, developing the products you need today,
and the support you can count on tomorrow.

CALL WHEATSTONE-DIRECT.

V V I-1 600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562r) tel 252-638-7000/ fax 252-637-1285 /email: sales wheatstone.com

Circle (103) on Free Info Card




